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ABSTRACT

Publish/subscribe communication paradigm is becoming popular with its decoupling

factor, and the filtering of the message stream during the process of dissemination. In a

publish/subscribe communication model, a subscriber is decoupled from the publisher, in

the sense that a publisher and a subscriber are physically separated from each other. Ibis

dissertation reports an ongoing attempt at guaranteeing real time delivery ofmessages for

publish/subscribe systems in a mobile environment where subscribers continuously

change location. It focuses on ensuring that messages are delivered in time and space, do

not permit stale messages to be delivered but allows subscribers to select priorities based

on their preferences.

lbis research was conducted by first, surveying the theory which gave nse to the

theoretical framework used for literature review. Second, the research fonnulation

activity consisted of model building, proving of the crafted model by using a prototyped

scenario in which the proposed message delivery architecture was demonstrated and

finally, a simulation that tested the reliability ofthe message delivery model.

The results obtained from this research testified that the emanating message delivery

architecture ensured that messages are guaranteed to be delivered to registered

subscribers based on subscriber preferences.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 Preamble

Embedded and distributed systems are increasingly becoming more complex and

comprise components that need to co=unicate and exchange information. Messaging

has emerged as a way of exchanging communication between components in such

systems. Messaging facilitates the paradigm shift from traditional centralized applications

and data stores towards data-driven systems that comprise autonomously operating

components and services. There are a number ofmessage exchange patterns (also called,

interaction styles) in the literature. These include: one-way, asynchronous two-way,

request-response (RPC), workflow-oriented, publish-subscribe, and composite [Behnel et

aI, 2006]. This study, however, concentrate on publish/subscribe (PIS) message exchange

pattern. The publish/subscribe system is generally used where information is being

pushed out to one or more parties. It is a special case of message-oriented middleware

(MOM) Where data producers (publishers) publish notifications to inform consumers

(subscribers) about available services (events) they have subscribed to. Having the

possibility of routing messages only toward specific areas or subscribing to messages

originating in specific locations seems natural [Cugola and Nitto, 2005] when a PIS

model of communication is adopted. One challenge in publish-subscribe systems is

developing mechanisms to guarantee that messages are effectively delivered to intended

Il' age II



recipients in time and managing message transfer during notification dissemination to

manage real-time delivery of messages.This research work addresses this challenge by

exploiting context information of subscribers. Context-aware computing became

prevalent with the emergence of mobile devices [Julien and Roman, 2006]. Context-

awareness was introduced to be able to track the location of a subscriber. By adding

location information, messages can be efficiently routed to intended subscriber by the

message broker without having to search for where the subscriber is located from the

subscriber database. Context, in this case, refers to the geographical context of the

subscriber in terms of location. By monitoring the context of the subscriber, the service

ensures subscriber's availability to the other participants. Generally, in PIS system,
,

consumers (subscribers) express their interests by subscriptions. Publishers and

Subscribers share a mediator (known as, Notification Service) that is now responsible for

dealing with crucial issues like scalability, reliability, transaction support, visibility of

notifications, expressivity ofsubscriptions, semantic data exchange, etc.

The PIS paradigm is different from the traditional point-to-point communication models

in a number of ways. In publish/subscribe systems the communication between the end

points is anonymous, asynchronous and loosely coupled. In other words,

publish/subscribe systems decouple publishers and subscribers in space, time and flow

[Hehnel et aI, 2006]. This decoupling of publishers and subscribers in time, space and

flow makes publish/subscribe systems higWy scalable by removing all explicit

dependencies between the interacting parties. It also helps the system to adapt quick!y to

the dynamic environment. Decoupling in space allows the subscriber to move from one

location to another without informing the publisher while decoupling in time allows for

IPag~ 12



disconnected operations of the subscriber. This decoupling in space and time thus, makes

publish/subscribe systems a good choice for mobile and weakly connected environments

as offered by mobile wireless networks. There is hence a pressing need to extend

publish/subscribe systems to mobile wireless environments [Cugola et al, 2005].

Publish/subscribe systems have been effectively used to model information dissemination

applications where publishers are information sources, subscribers are information

destinations, and a broker entity is a router mechanism [Eugster et aI, 2003]. The

publish/subscribe systems naturally support a number of desirable features for mobile

applications. They are characterized by decoupling the interacting parties, both in time

.
and space, allowing them to communicate without being connected simultaneously or

being aware of each other. They also employ an asynchronous communication style that

allows mobile clients to issue requests for services, disconnect from the network, and

collect their results later. Publish/subscribe systems moreover, can efficiently filter and

disseminate a significant amount of data to a large number of clients. These

characteristics make the publish/subscribe paradigm a very good candidate for supporting

mobile applications.

1.2 Background to the Study

1.2.1 Message Exchange Patterns (Interaction Styles)

Message exchange patterns (MEP) are a type of design pattern that describe

distributed communications. The patterns describe the interactions between the

I Pa"~. ~ ... 13



different participants on the network (multiple clients, multiple servers). A Message

Exchange Pattern (MEP) describes the pattern of messages [Gudgin et al, 2002]

required by a communications protocol to establish or use a communication channel.

There are two major message exchange patterns - a request-response pattern, and a

one-way pattern. For example, the TCP has a request-response pattern protocol, and

the UDP has a one-way pattern.

A One-Way message exchange is the simplest pattern [WS-Oxygen Tank, 2006]. It

states that the sender will give a best-effort to move a message from a source location

to the destination. No response to the operation is expected

The request-response message exchange pattern is where a client asks a service

.
provider a question and then receives the answer to the question [WS-Oxygen Tank,

2006]. The answer may come in the form of a fault/exception. Both the request and

the response are independent messages and the request/response pattern is often

implemented using synchronous operations for simple operations. For longer-running

operations, asynchronous (with message correlation) is often chosen.

The send, receive, and reply operations may be synchronous or asynchronous. A

synchronous operation blocks a process till the operation completes. An

asynchronous operation is non-blocking and only initiates the operation.

The notion of synchronous operations requires an understanding of what it means for

an operation to complete. In the case of remote assignment, both the send and receive

complete when the message has been delivered to the receiver. In the case of remote

procedure call, the send, receive, and reply complete when the result has been

delivered to the sender, assuming there is a return value. Otherwise, the send and

receive complete when the procedure finishes execution.

I P '),'.-"...... :.;. ... 14



Asynchronous message passing allows more parallelism. Since a process does not

block, it can do some computation while the message is in transit. In the case of

receive; this means that a process can express its interest in receiving messages on

multiple ports simultaneously. In a synchronous system, such parallelism can be

achieved by forking a separate process for each concurrent operation, but this

approach incurs the cost ofextra process management.

Asynchronous message passing introduces several problems. What happens if a

message cannot be delivered? The sender may never wait for delivery ofthe message,

and thus never hear about the error. Similarly, a mechanism is needed to notify an

asynchronous receiver that a message has arrived. The operation invoker could learn

about completion/errors by polling, getting a software interrupt, or by 'waiting

explicitly for completion later using a special synchronous wait call. In this research,

we are going to use asynchronous communication for efficient computation.

1.2.2 Publish ISubscribe system

A publish/subscribe system is a collection of autonomous components, which interacts by

delivering events (or messages) from sources to interested destinations. Components that

generate messages are known as publishers, whereas components that consume messages

are known as subscribers. As shown in Figure I. I, the interactions among publisher and

subscriber components are coordinated by a mediated entity called event service

(dispatcher).

15
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Figure 1.1: A Simple PubJisblSubscribe Arehitecture

Publishers are the information providers that notifY the outside world about the

occurrence of certain events. When subscribers want to receive particular classes of
•

events they express their interest by means of subscriptions. Upon the publication of a

new event to the system, the event broker matches the event against all the

subscriptions and then forwards it to all interested subscribers. Hence, the architecture

of a publish/subscribe system relies on the mediated entity that handles the collection of

subscriptions as well as the distribution of events and acknowledgements.

Publish/subscribe systems are based on two different types of event subscriptions known

as topic-based and content-based subscriptions. In topic-based systems, subscribers may

register to one or more topics and hence receive all the events delivered to those topics.

Subscribers that share the same topic will receive a copy of each event within that topic.

Content-based systems, on the other hand, allow subscribers to assign certain queries

on the event content as part of their subscriptions. Thus, subscribers are able to

receive a specific set of events within a topic. It should be noted that events do

not rely on an explicit destination address set by the publishers. They are instead

routed to the end destination based on their content. The architecture of the event broker

IPage 16



can be either centralized or distributed. A centralized architecture consists of a single

broker entity that connects several publisher and subscriber components. This central

entity is potentially a performance bottleneck and a single point of failure. This affects

system scalability and limits the use of centralized architectures to smaI1 scale

deployments. In a distributed architecture, a number of interconnected brokers

collaborate in collecting subscriptions and forwarding events to the interested

subscribers. Publishers and subscribers are not attached to a single broker entity; instead,

they are distributed over several interconnected brokers. 1bis can potentially reduce the

network load and alleviate system scalability. The interconnected brokers can be

represented in several topologies that differ in terms of their strategies in routing

subscriptions and events. Two different broker topologies are presented in figUres 1.2

and 1.3. In a hierarchical (or multicast) topology, the event brokers are organized in a

forwarding tree that has a root broker and several downward brokers. Excluding the root

broker, each broker is considered as a client

Broler •

Chent

ClB Protocol .-.
..

."

•
Figure 1.2: Hierarcbical ClientlBroker Topology

to the broker at the upward level of the hierarchy. Subscribers may connect to any

broker regardless of the location of the corresponding publishers in the hierarchy.
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Whenever a new subscription is received, the broker propagates it upward to the root

broker. Each broker on the way from the subscriber to the root broker stores a copy ofthe

subscription. When an event is received by a broker, it is forwarded to the broker's

parent. The event is also matched against all the stored subscriptions. This includes any

subscriptions from downstream brokers. The broker propagates the event to any

interested children (subscriberlbroker) only if the matching result is true. Thus, events are

always forwarded upward to the root broker, and downward towards any interested

subscribers. in this topology, each broker node is a critical point of failure. Also, parent

brokers are potentially overloaded as they perform extra work for their children.

A peer-to-peer (or broadcast) topology consists of a set of brokers that are connected in

the form of symmetrical peers. Their communication protocol supports a bi-directional

flow of subscriptions and events. Each broker is responsible for a partial number of

subscriptions.

Broker.

Clit..-nt

ClB Protocol ...•

BIB Protocol -

Figure 1.3: Peer-to-Peer Broker Topology

A publisher delivers an event to any broker that it is connected to. That broker then

becomes responsible for broadcasting the event to all other brokers in the topology. When

IPage 18



a new event enters the system, each broker checks the event against its own subscriptions

and forwards it as necessary. It is apparent that the matching and forwarding overhead is

reduced in comparison with the previous topology. lIDs is because each broker needs to

match events against a portion of subscriptions. In this topology, the network will be

flooded by the generated events since they travel to all brokers.

1.2.3 Benefits of Publish/Subscribe model

The following are the benefits of the pub/sub model:

i) Lowered coupling. The publisher is not aware of the number of subscribers, of

the identities of the subscribers, or of the message types that the subscribers are

subscribed to.

ii) Improved security. The communication infrastructure transports the published

messages only to the applications that are subscribed to the corresponding topic.

Specific applications can exchange messages directly, excluding other

applications from the message exchange.

iii) Improved testability. Topics usually reduce the number of messages that are

required for testing.

1.3 Statement of the problem

IPage 19



Publish/Subscribe systems have been adopted by many industries as a communication

protocol. To ensure customer satisfaction, certain problems need to be considered

whenever a publisher/producer sends messages to all interested customers. The following

have been identified as major problems for message delivery in publish/subscribe

systems:

I. Managing message transfer during notification dissemination to manage real-time

delivery of messages to intended subscribers;

ll. The issue of message acknowledgements which lead to message duplication and

data loss;

111. Identification of home or foreign broker during the link disconnectiml (weak

signals) situation;

IV. Reliable message delivery to subscribers in time, space and

v. Handling oftemporarily disconnected subscribers during message dissemination.

Existing approaches to solving these challenges involves broadcast based, recipient based

pattern, and topic based approaches [WS-Oxygen Tank, 2006] which partly addressed

these problems. We propose a solution that will ensure delivery of context-aware

messages, and also ensure both real-time and guarantee delivery of latest message

updates, all stale messages are discarded. The delivery of messages to registered

subscribers is performed based on priorities selected during subscription by a subscriber.

I P '.' u '
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1.4 Rationale for the study

The drive towards mobile services leads to the integration and convergence ofvarious

technologies into a wide range of innovative mobile applications. lIDs coupled with

the affordability and popularity ofmobile devices amongst all communities, including

even the previously technologically disadvantaged communities, makes mobile

applications undoubtedly the next wave in the evolution of e-business. Given this

background, the envisaged model will aid in the development of context-aware

application and guarantee delivery messages for wireless applications. lIDs will

contribute significantly to the evolution of mobile applications, especially f01: people

living in rural areas. It will also ensure reliable delivery ofall messages submitted and

meant for a particular receiver or subscriber, who sometimes lose vital notifications

due to network breakage or temporarily disconnected subscribers on the network.

1.5 Research Questions

lIDs thesis seeks to answer the following questions through this research:

1. How is delivery of messages ensured for mobile users experiencing weak network

signals?

ll. How will the proposed model overcome the data loss during notification

dissemination?

Ill. How can we ensure high data availability in mobile computing enviromnents where

frequent disconnections may occur?

I Cl .,.,
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1.6 Research Goal and Objectives

1.6.1 Goal

The purpose of this research is to develop a mechanism that can guarantee real-time

delivery ofcontext - aware messages in Publish/subscribe Systems.

1.6.2 Objectives

The goal of this research is formulated as equivalents of the following objectives, which

are to:

I. Propose and design a model for guaranteeing real-time message delivery ill

publish/subscribe system;

11. Specify performance metrics such as message throughput and scalability;

lll. Implement the proposed model and simulation to determine the performance and

IV. Carry out an evaluation ofthe simulated system.

1.7 Research Methodology

Background: It is important that the results obtained from this study should be

applicable to all publish/subscribe systems, every system should be able to adapt to link

failures and also manage message overloading. A node should be able to acknowledge a

message received successfully or unsuccessfully.

22



1. Literature survey. This method entails surveying the background of the area of

interest and the theoretical part of this research will involve analyzing related work.

This analysis will be done based on theoretical framework that will be specifically

developed for this task.

Surveying the field of study, identification of a problem, related work in the area of

interest, problem analysis and initial solution to problem.

2. Model Formulation. The theoretical knowledge gained from the related work will

be used as a foundation of this research. The formulative method of this research

involves model formulation and involves the following sub-tasks:

1. Identify existing scholarship that have addressed similar problem by surveying the

field of study.

ii. Analysis of the problem solution using the unified modelling language (UML)

iii. Formulate a model to simplify the solution by integrating modules (section 3)

proposed to ensure reliable message delivery

IV. Devise algorithIns to manage message delivery in time.

v. Devise algorithIns to ensure proper matching of subscriptions against publications

by further exploiting the matching manager (section 3).

vi. Formulate requirements that the model must satisfy through conducting survey for

existing publish!subscribe systems.

3. Implementation/Simulation of the model and results evaluation. The proposed

matching and guaranteed message delivery module (GMDM) for guaranteeing real-time

delivery of messages and management of message lost and temporarily disconnection of



subscription will be implemented as proof of concept by proposing and implementing a

mobile sports scenario which will be used to publish sports score updates to subscribers

in real time, and a simulation ofthe implementation that will be developed using VB.net

varying the number of messages to ensure delivery reliability this is carried out to

evaluate the results.

1.8 The Structure of the dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows: Chapter two gives an

overview of existing solutions and systems in relation to content disse~tion in

publish/subscribe systems. We analyze and compare the characteristics of prominent

publish/subscribe systems, and related solutions. Chapter three introduces our

proposed system model and mechanisms to guarantee message delivery in

publish/subscribe systems. Particular emphasis is put on current problems faced with

disconnected subscribers, and messages lost during message dissemination and

duplication of data Chapter four presents the practical implementation of the

proposed Publish/Subscribe message delivery model and discusses the results

obtained from the implementation. The chapter also discusses the simulation

experiment carried out to analyse the reliability of the system in terms of message

throughput and scalability. Finally chapter five concludes the thesis and gives

recommendations for future work.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

The PIS model represents an emerging paradigm for de-coupled and asynchronous

connections between application components (publishers and subscribers) [Eugster et aI,

2003]. It may support two types of models which are mediator and implicit models

[Behnel et aI, 2006]. These models support decoupling and asynchronous connections

between application components in contrast to peer-to-peer model that only support

coupling and synchronous connection between application components. The mediator

and implicit models form the basic foundation of the architecture of this research. The

message delivery guarantees and allows subscribers to move around at all times without

worrying of losing messages due to frequent disconnections.

A number of studies have been conducted towards solving the problem of ensuring

message delivery in publish/subscribe systems [Wang, et aI, 2005; Can et aI, 2002;

Podnar et aI, 2002; Podnar and Pripuzic, 2003; Bygdas et aI, 2001; Chand and Felber;

2004]. These studies proposed different delivery models that try to ensure message

delivery to mobile subscribers without any publisher-to-subscriber message delivery

guarantees. Some studies proposed brokers at different locations [Eugster, 2003; Fiege,
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2003] to deal with message delivery, ignoring the issue of possible duplications. Other

studies proposes algorithm to manage disconnected subscriptions [Huang, 2001; Muhl,

2002] but without guaranteeing real-time delivery ofcontext aware messages.

Real-time message delivery aims to ensure that a message is delivered within a specified

delivery time. Some messages might be published while a subscriber is disconnected

from the network, this might cause the subscriber to lose messages if this type of a

situation occurs frequently. Some authors proposed the use of a time to live factor [Fiege

et aI, 2003; Rowstron and Druscbel, 2001; Behnel et aI, 2006]. A time to live factor is a

time given in milliseconds to an event or message to live in persistence storage. If this

time expires while the subscriber is disconnected, the event is discarded from storage.

Some subscribers reconnect to network without the middleware noticing the

reconnection, which causes the subscriber to lose notifications.

Guaranteed message delivery ensures that a published message gets delivered to its

intended subscriber. Some authors ensure this guaranteed delivery by implementing a

network of brokers that collaboratively route messages from information providers to

consumers [Chand and Felber, 2004]. A major challenge of such middleware

infrastructure is their reliability and their ability to cope with failures in the system. The

aim of guaranteed message delivery is to ensure that for every message published, a

subscriber receives the message in time and space. No subscriber should receive a

message he/she is not interested in, in this way messages will be ensured to be delivered

to a targeted subscriber. Guaranteed message delivery goes hand in hand with matching

ofpublished events against a subscriber's interest or preferences.
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2.2 Guaranteeing real-time delivery of context-aware messages

2.2.1 Overview

Studies to ensure message delivery was initiated to bring some quality of service to

events published to subscribers. Traditional pubIish-subscribe systems make no provision

for accessing past notifications. They guarantee delivery of notification to a consumer

only when it is published sufficiently after the consumer has issued a matching

subscription. For many applications, this behavior is inappropriate. For example, consider

a client starting a stock watchlist. Without access to past notifications, the watchlist

displays the current price of a stock only after the provider has published a new quote for

this stock and the infrastructure has delivered this quote to the consumer. This can lead to

an unacceptable delay. The challenge is to deliver all desired notifications without

duplicates.

The following section introduces the framework that is used to analyze the gathering

body of literature that has dealt with this aspect of message deliver and notification to

subscribers.

2.2.2 Framework for Analysing Work Related to ensuring message delivery in
publish/subscribe systems
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The review of related work was conducted with the aid of the following framework

consisting of characteristics identified within the literature. The aim of this framework is

to help categorize and critically analyze the published body ofresearch results.

i. Guaranteed message delivery

It is necessary to ensure every message published by an information producer gets to a

subscriber in time and space. A message is guaranteed to be delivered to a targeted

subscriber without any lost data. The message is received in full by a subscriber, and only

dated message are delivered to avoid subscriber confusion or receiving unwanted

(expired message) information or messages.

ii. Context-awareness

Context-awareness, in this case, refers to subscriber's context in terms of location. A

message which is context-aware of a subscriber's location gets sent to the subscriber's

current broker.

ill. Real-time message delivery

A message needs to be delivered at a specified time, some real time delivery systems

make use of topic (categories) to specify if a message is ofhigh priority or low priority to

be delivered to an intended subscriber. In a mobile sports update system, a subscriber

might prefer all soccer match update messages to outrun other published messages. Some

systems might use a time to deliver a message, e.g. if message X's delivery time is Ss,
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message X is considered useless and is discarded when this specified time elapses due to

subscriber's disconnection.

iv. Penistent Connections

Mobile clients' connections frequently and unexpectedly break. Persistent connections

use a simplified sliding window protocol to ensure that the connection does not lose or

duplicate notifications. Both end points of the connection - the client and the broker to

which the client is connected - buffer notifications that they have sent temporarily in a

queue until the other end point has acknowledged them. When the mobile client re

establishes connection, both directions exchange the sequence number for the last

received notification, and transmission continues from that point using available transport

mechanisms.

v. Durable venus non-durable subscription

Durable subscriptions receive notifications of events published when they are

disconnected at the time of delivery. Non-durable subscriptions lose events scnt to them

during their disconnection period.

vi. Message queuing and policies

Queuing policies limit the number of notifications that can queue. They specify when to

discard buffered notifications. For example, a client can specify that notifications older

than 10 minutes should be discarded or that the infrastructure should deliver only the

most current notification regarding a certain data item (a stock., for example). These

policies come into play not only in the case of disconnections, but also during congestion.
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vii Why the use of a monitoring service for continuous subscriber disconnections?

A monitoring service continuously monitors subscribers during message delivery.

Messages are only channelled to connected or active subscribers, and inactive subscribers

are monitored till reconnection. A monitoring service ensures or avoids unnecessary

delivery of events for disconnected subscriptions, and also avoids congestion on the

network.

viii Specification of the service to handle disconnected subscriptions

A mechanism which ensures a disconnected subscriber's events are managed at time of

delivery, and also kept in persistence storage for the duration of the disconnection. Some

events may take too long; some are discarded from the storage due to the time to live

expmng.

ix. Accessing Past Notifications

Traditional publish-subscribe systems provide no ability to access past notifications.

They guarantee to deliver a notification to a consumer only when it is published

sufficiently after the consumer has issued a matching subscription. For many applications

this behavior is inappropriate. Past notifications are notifications which do not expire

(e.g. "Yahoo invites you to open a free mail box"), or take long to expire, and are only

sent or delivered to newly subscribed consumers (subscribers).
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2.3 Review of Work Related to Guaranteeing Message Delivery in a
Mobile Environment.

This section presents research work done in this field of research. The theoretical

framework presented in section 2.2 is used in a tabular form to present the literature.

i. NDDS: The Real-Time Publish-8ubseribe Middleware (pardo-CasteUote, et
al,I999)

Table-2-1- Characteristics of Real-Time Messaging in Publisb/Subscribe System [Pardo-CasteUote et
al,I9991

Characteristics Value

Guaranteed message delivery No message guarantees

Context-awareness Not supported

Real-time message delivery Offers the best transport for distributing

data quickly

Persistent Connections Connections break frequently and events

are lost.

Is the subscription durable or noo- Nondurable

durable?

Message queuing and policies Messages are not stored, a message is

quickly delivered and discarded

Any use of a monitoring servIce for No

continuous subscriber disconnections?

Specification ofthe service to handle No
disconnected subscriptions?
Accessing Past Notifications ISends refresh messages
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Pardo-Castellote et al (1999) base their work on ensuring that the PIS Middleware copes

with the real-time message delivery. They examine their work based on some

characteristics such as time-critical: updates are useless if old, Idempotent: Repeated

updates are acceptable, and Last-is-best: latest information is more important than

retrying missed samples.

Pardo-Castellote et al (1999) answers three questions based on message delivery. These

questions are:

• Where is the information generated?

• Where does it have to go?

• When does it have to get there?

The first question can be interpreted as the source of the information, and the second as

the information consumer, which in our case is information matching, information

published requires accurate matching to ensure correct destination delivery. While the

third one is interpreted as time ofdelivery in which their work is based on.

The authors did not look at a question that addresses how the information should get to

the targeted destination. Messages are not guaranteed to reach their destinations since

there is no mechanism to ensure messages reach destinations in time and space.

ii. Supporting Disconnededness - Transparent Information Delivery for Mobile

and Invisible Computing (Sutton et al, 2001)

This work examines the issues involved in supporting content-based messaging to both

mobile devices and users using a combination of connected and mobile (possibly
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disconnected) devices. The discussion in this work is in the context ofthe development of

a proxy-server to provide disconnectedness support for the Elvin content-based

messaging service (Sutton et al2001).

Sutton et al (2001) describes the issues involved in supporting content-based messaging

on mobile devices and how these issues have been overcome in the implementation of a

proxy-server to provide disconnectedness support for the Elvin content-based messaging

service, they also use a TfL (time to live) factor which is assigned to events of

disconnected subscribers, the drawback of this work is the time taken by the proxy server

to process delivery of stored events for reconnecting subscribers due to large processor

overhead since no priority is being used to vary published events based on their

importance and to only store important events which cannot be missed by disconnected

subscribers.

This work requires a subscriber to always re-subscribe when reconnecting to the system

which is not possible in some cases for mobile subscriber since they frequently

disconnect from the network yet, do not wish to miss important notifications. Another

drawback ofthis work is the storage of the expired notifications, which could result in an

excessive amount of disk space usage, as many expired notifications could be stored for

clients which connect infrequently.

Table-2-2- Cbaracteristics of Elvin Content-Based Messaging System (Sntton et al2001l

Characteristics Value

IGuaranteed message delivery Wait negative acknowledgement.

I Context-awareness Not supported
I,
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Real-time message delivery A message is pushed to all subscribers

without any given time

Persistent Connections Allows subscribers to specify a time to

live factor

Is the subscription durable or non- Durable

durable?

Message queuing and policies Messages are queued both on the mobile

device and also on the server

Any use of a monitoring service for No

continuous subscriber disconnections?

Specification ofthe service to handle Uses scattered proxy servers to handle
disconnected subscriptions?

disconnections

Accessing Past Notifications Not supported, deliver and discard an

event.

ill. A Simple Architecture for Delivering Context Information to Mobile Users (Bygdas
et ai, 2001)

Bydas et al (200I) propose architecture for distributed context aware applications based

on code mobility and tuple space technologies. Under this architecture, context

information data sources are implemented using T-Spaces and made available on the

Internet. Context aware applications running on wireless mobile devices dynamically

install their query operators at the appropriate data sources.
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The authors base their work on context infonnation, without considering the fact that

mobile users change location (in our case we refer to as brokers) frequently, causing the

subscriber or mobile device user to loose urgent and important infonnation or events.

Ibis work does not look at how the published infonnation gets to the intended subscriber

or infonnation consumer. Sending a message to subscribers requires many factors to be

looked at such as, matching information published against subscriber's interests, dealing

with unreachable subscribers, storing and managing expired events or messages, and also

monitoring the status ofdisconoected subscriptions.

Table-2-3- Characteristics of Delivering Context Information to Mobile Users in PnblisblSubscribe
System IBygdas etaJ 200) I

Characteristics Value

Guaranteed message delivery No message guarantees

Context-awareness Not supported

Real-time message delivery Not supported

Persistent Conoections Conoections break frequently and events

are lost.

Is the subscription durable or non- Nondurable

durable?

Message queuing and policies Messages are not stored, a message is

directed to wireless mobile devices from

data sources and discarded

Any use of a monitoring service for No

continuous subscriber disconoections?
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Specification ofthe service to handle No
disconnected subscrintions?
Accessing Past Notifications No mechanism to access messages with a

long live time

iv. Mobile Push: Delivering Content to Mobile Users (podnar et al, 20(2)

This work is based on delivering content to mobile users using a push based style for

sending information. Podnar et al (2002) analyzes the features of a mobile push service

by investigating representative usage scenarios and propose architecture for mobile

content delivery systems. The architecture is based on the publish/subscribe (PIS)

paradigm which supports many-to-many interaction of loosely-eoupled entities. They

also define set of services that need to collaborate with the PIS infrastructure to address

the dynamics ofmobile environments.

Podnar et al (2002) proposes a solution to mobile disconnections by putting a proxy

server between the Elvin [Sutton et al 2001] server and a mobile device to queue

messages for non-active users. This presented solution by the authors implement a

queuing strategy with time-to-live expiry, but it is not clear how location management

and distribution are handled. Content dissemination is an increasingly popular service in

environments that support user mobility. However, the solution being presented by the

authors does not support subscriber migration from broker to broker. Therefore, there is a

need to restructure the existing PIS communication paradigm to be applicable in mobile

environments where frequent disconnections occurs, and users move from broker to the

next without physically noticing the change of the brokers.
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What remains a challenge is the question ofhow to integrate such solutions into a mobile

push system, and also considering location management issues to deal with subscriber

movements which results in infonnation loss.

Table-2-4- Characteristics ofPush-Based System for Delivery Content to Mobile Users IPodnar I!/ al,
20021

Characteristics Value

Guaranteed message delivery Proposes the use of content dispatchers

which channel the events to subscribers

Context-awareness Introduces a location management service

to map unique subscriber identifier to the

current JP Addresses.

Real-time message delivery It specifies not delivery time of a

message

Persistent Connections Connections break. frequently and events

are lost.

Is the subscription durable or non- Non durable - drops content for

durable? unreachable subscribers

Message queuing and policies Uses a flexible queuing policy

Any use of a monitoring service for No

continuous subscriber disconnections?

Specification of the service to handle No
disconnected subscriptions?
Accessing Past Notifications Content dispatchers keep events for new

subscribers.,
I
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v. Reliable Message Delivery for Mobile Agents: Push or PuB (Cao et al, 2002)

This work differs slightly from previous work by ensuring reliable message delivery

looking at message processing delays and traffic congestion, which is part of what is

being investigated in this study, avoiding overloading the middleware with messages

which causes congestions. This work also looks at different communication patterns and

requirements of real-time message processing, specific applications can select different

message delivery approaches to achieve the desired level ofperformance and flexibility.

However, messages are not guaranteed to be reliably delivered to their destination mobile

devices or users. Coo et al (2002) compared message delivery when using Pull and Push

approaches. However, the authors agree that the simple push mode cannot guarantee

reliable message delivery. It is possible that when a message is forwarded to the address

as kept in the middleware, the target subscriber may have left for another broker. They

then propose a synchronized push mode to avoid message loss and the chasing problem

caused by subscriber mobility. This synchronized push mode will be used for

synchronization between message forwarding from the broker and subscriber migration.

The proposed approach of Coo et al (2002) requires a subscriber to wait for an ACK

(acknowledgement) message before it can migrate to another broker or location. This

might cause a subscriber to wait for a long time to receive for an ACK message which

might have been delayed due to message overload and congestion over the network.

The proposed approach will not work in a mobile environment, since subscribers move

frequently changing their current location. The proposed approach by Cao et al (2002)

requires a subscriber's participation which is not always guaranteed in publish/subscribe
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communication, since a publisher and a subscriber are decoupled and the communication

is asynchronous. This decoupling factor does not guarantee physical participation of the

subscriber, therefore a mechanism to ensure and guarantee message delivery is required

since message delivery is not guaranteed in a mobile environment for decoupled

participants (subscriber and publisher).

Table-2-S- Cbaracteristics of PusblPuU Reliable Message Delivery in PubIisblSubsc:ribe [Cao et ai,
20021

Characteristics Value
.

Guaranteed message delivery Reliable message delivery

Context-awareness Not supported

Real-time message delivery Uses timeframes to determine time of

delivery

Persistent Connections Failure or link breakage cannot be

detected

Is the subscription durable or non- Non durable - drops content for

durable? unreachable subscribers

Message queuing and policies Uses a send and wait approach- wait for

an Acknowledgement

Any use of a monitoring service for No

continuous subscriber disconnections?

Specification of the service to handle No
disconnected subscriptions?
Accessing Past Notifications New subscriptions wait for new

publications

iv. XNET: A Reliable Content-Based Publish/Subscribe System (Chand et al, 2004)
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This work is based on ensuring recovery after failures, and also ensuring reliability

of events published. Chand and Felber (2004) propose several approaches to fault

tolerance so that a system can recover from various types ofrouter and link failures. They

also ensure that the shared state of the system (i.e. all registered subscriptions) is

consistent with the actual consumer population at all times. This work ignores the fact

that frequently sent events or a subscriber's connection and disconnection from the

system might cause congestion to the network, and also causing overhead in which

information has to be kept in persistent storage and later be retrieved to ensure message

delivery.

Therefore the fact that subscribers connect and disconnect from the brokers cannot be

ignored and needs to be looked at in terms of the number of subscribers reconnecting at

the same time, and also message or event delays during notification. The message delay

increases \\'ith the subscriber population, this increase prove to be the result of subscriber

disconnection ignorance. Chand, and Felber (2004) consider reliability of less importsnt

because undelivered messages have no impact on the consistency of the content routing

system.

The authors propose the use of Crash/Recover and CrashlFail-over schemes to deal with

link failures. The Crash/Recover scheme requires the implementation of several

databases at each broker to deal with lost messages or events, which causes disturbance at

the brokers, and this might results in lost messages. ACK messages are considered to be a

mechanism to ensure reliable delivery, the authors are not considering a fact that an ACK

message when used in a distributed system is delayed. lbis might cause the system to
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frequently retransmit events time and again because an ACK message might have been

delayed or discarded due to network congestion or message overhead in which the system

might not adapt to the increasing messages which are sent and the ACK message flowing

on the network. The CrashIFail-over mechanism requires the subscriber to wait for a

confirmation messages that the subscriber's information is being redirected to another

broker which the subscriber migrates to, since there in a distributed environment in a

publish/subscribe scenario subscriber connect and reconnects to different brokers at

different times. This reconnection might cause a subscriber to wait indefinitely for

confirmation messages which might have been delayed due to messages being exchanged

on the network.

Table-2-6- Cbaracteristics of XNET System in PublisblSubscribe

(Cband and Felber,20041

Characteristics Value

Guaranteed message delivery Reliable message delivery

Context-awareness Not supported

Real-time message delivery Timely delivery

Persistent Connections CrashlRecover and CrashlFail-over

scheme

Is the subscription durable or non- Durable

durable?

Message queuing and policies Messages are queued for recovery

Any use of a monitoring service for No

Icontinuous subscriber disconnections?
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Specification ofthe service to handle No
disconnected subscriptions?
Accessing Past Notifications Events are stored on a Server for delivery

2.4 Surveying of Real Implementation of Publish/Subscribe Systems

In this section, we specifically deal with real implementations of pUblish/subscribe systems.

We take into account in details the most popular publish/subscribe systems, in particular by

specifying their characterizing features with respect to the general solutions presented above.

Each system will be positioned, according to the classification framework defined above.

2.4.1 1lIII1lt"

TIBIRV [Oki et ai, 1993] is one of the first commercial systems to implement the

publish/subscribe paradigm. TIBIRV is a topiC-based system that relies on the abstraction of an

event channel ideally connecting all subscribers interested in the same topic. In TIBIRV,

brokers are structured in a two-level hierarchical architecture. Brokers at the lowest level of the

hierarchy are called rendezvous daemon. Each network host on which a publisher or a

subscriber resides has to run daemons. Subscriptions are assigned at this level following an

ADA approach: each daemon holds the subscriptions for the host on which it runs. Events are

diffused through network-level broadcast.

Event diffusion spanning a Wide Area Network (WAN) is realized through the other type of

brokers, namely rendezvous router daemons, constituting the higher level of broker hierarchy.

Each local network is represented at wide-area level by a single router daemon that receives all
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the events directed from the local to other networks and multicasts in the local network

notifications received from other networks. Router daemons form an application-level network,

in which daemons are connected in couples through Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

connections. Event routing is realized by building multicast trees among router daemons. Each

daemon maintains a tree for each subject. A router daemon is added to a tree if there exists at

least a subscriber for that subject in the local network represented by that daemon. Since, in

order to build trees, daemons have to know both the entire network topology and the current

subscription configuration, we can classify the mechanisms used for wide-area diffusion in

TIBIRVas ano assignment policy.

2.4.2 Scribe

An alternative approach for topic-based systems is the one proposed in Scribe [Castro et at

2002], a research system designed at Microsoft Research. Scribe is built upon an overlay

network infrastructure called Pastry [Rowstron, Druschel 2001]. Pastry allows for efficient

large-scale routing of messages in an application-level network of brokers. Each broker in

Pastry is assigned a uuique identifier in the network and messages can be routed to a specific

broker by simply specifying its identifier. Scribe is actually an application written using Pastry

and represents a PIS interface for it. Subscription routing, event routing and notification routing

are implemented in Scribe by leveraging Pastry's direct routing capabilities. Scribe is a nice

example of a system adopting a pure FDA approach. In the following, we explain how the

assignment policy is implemented. The basic idea is that each topic is assigned a random

identifier and the Pastry node with the identifier closest to the topic becomes the target broker

for that topic. A multicast tree is built for each topic, rooted at the corresponding target broker.
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When a new node subscribes for a subject, its subscription is routed by Pastry to the

corresponding target broker that updates the tree structure in order to include the new

subscriber. When an event is published for a subject, event routing is performed through

Pastry, by directly routing the event to the target broker for that subject. The target broker is

simply addressed by the subject's identifier. When an event arrives at the target broker,

matching reduces to identifYing the correct multicast tree and notification routing is performed

by diffusing the notification through such tree.

2.43 Gryphon

Gryphon is a content-based system, developed at the IBM Watson research center. Besides

being a real implemented system, Gryphon represents the reference framework for all the

research in content-based PIS carried out at IBM Watson. Relevant research results include a

matching algorithm with sub-linear complexity [Aguilera et ai, 1999], an efficient event

routing protocol performing partial matching at each broker [Banavar et ai, 1999], and a

routing protocol that satisfies exactly-once message delivery [Bhola et ai, 2002]. Not all the

results in these papers are implemented in the actual system l
. However, they represent

important steps in the evolution of the research in publsub systems. We then, base our analysis

and classification of the Gryphon system upon these papers.

The idea behind the content-based multicast algorithm presented in [Banavar et all999] is to

realize a distributed version of the matching algorithm presented in [Aguilera et al 1999]. It is

basically a testing network algorithm realized using a tree data structure. In the distributed

version, the tree spans all the brokers and the matching of a single constraint is performed at

I see the Gryphon web site Ihttp://www.research.ibm.comlgryphon/)fordetails
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each routing step. lbis original and effective idea allows for very good performance results.

However, the algorithm relies on a very strong assumption: in order to build and keep the

diffusion tree updated, each subscription update occurring at a broker must be reflected in the

whole system. As we already pointed out, subscription flooding can be very harmful for the

overall performance of the system. A revised version of the Gryphon multicast algorithm is

presented in [Bhola et ai, 2002]. Here the focus is on addressing reliable delivery of

subscriptions, by realizing fault-tolerant broker architecture. Brokers are organized in a tree

structure, rooted at publishers and with subscribers on the leaves. Reliability is addressed in

two directions: subscriptions are partially replicated to manage faults of access points, while

during event diffusion each broker keeps track of message loss. Finally, we cite the work of

another part of the Gryphon team, devoted to the research in the application of network-level

multicast. Relevant results have been produced also in this area, presented in [Opyrchal et al

2000] [Riabov et a12002] [Riabov et a12003] that we already commented above.

2.4.4 SIENA

Another important contribution to the research in content-based pub/sub is the SIENA system

[SIENA]. SIENA focuses on providing efficient and scalable notification routing over a wide

area network. Brokers communicate exclusively through application-level connections without

exploiting either network-level multicast or overlay network infrastructures. The assignment

approach followed by SIENA is ADA. However, it lacks an explicit addressing mechanism for

brokers such as in Scribe and does not use multicast for event diffusion. One main focus of

SIENA event routing algorithm is to avoid flooding events blindly over the entire network.
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The idea behind SIENA's routing algorithms is to build logical paths for events from all

possible publishers to all subscribers. Paths are built with a subscription routing process, which

for each subscription present in the system, creates a diffusion tree spanning all brokers, so that

each broker knows in which direction it has to route the event in order to reach matching

subscribers. This mechanism allows the pruning ofall the parts from the event routing process

to the parts of the broker's network that does not contain subscriptions matching that event.

Subscription propagation is constrained by exploiting a containment relationship: informally, a

subscription contains another subscription if all events matching also match. When a

subscription update occurs, the new subscription is not propagated by a broker if this broker

has already propagated a containing subscription before. Another technique to aid the event

routing process introduced in SIENA is the advertisement. An advertisement is issued by a

publisher to declare the set of events it is going to produce. Advertisements are also considered

in building routing paths, to further reduce the set of involved brokers. With respect to a pure

ADA approach, SIENA algorithm increases subscription redundancy in order to create

efficient routing paths for events, but a complete replication is necessary only for most general

subscriptions. The SIENA algorithms have become a reference solution for the problem of

routing content-based events and subscriptions in an application-level network (content-based

routing problem). In [Muhl 2002], a general theoretical framework for content-based routing is

proposed as well as some variants over the original SIENA algorithm and a performance

evaluation.
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2.4.5 Bermes

Hennes [pietzuch, Bacon 2003] is one of the most recent proposals in the pub/sub research.

It is presented as a pub/sub middleware rather than a simple system, because it encompasses

also other functions such as type checking and security. In the context of our

analysis/framework, Hennes gathers in an interesting way several ideas from the systems

described above. Hennes is a system based on a FDA approach, with a type-based subscription

model. It differs from Scribe in that it is implemented as a network of brokers rather than

exploiting an overlay network infrastructure. The FDA policy is realized considering the type

of a subscription. A subscription is assigned to a broker whose identifier matches the hash of

the type name. The FDA policy organizes subscriptions in coarse-grained clusters (types) and

it may happen that the system contains more brokers than types, leaving some brokers not

assigned to any type. At the same time, differently from SIENA, only a single copy of each

subscription is retained in the system, at the corresponding target broker. Event and notification

routing are implemented with SIENA-like algorithms. Paths are created for routing events

belonging to a specific type to the corresponding target broker. Notification routing follows the

same idea, with a diffusion tree for each type, rooted at the target broker and having each

subscriber as a leaf. Content-based filtering of subscription is perfonned directly at recipients.

Thus in Hennes, there is only one spanning tree for each type, whereas in SIENA SUbscription

routing builds in practice a spanning tree from each possible publisher to all subscribers.
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2.5 Minimal Message delivery delays and Handling message overload
due to congestion

The following section details the framework used to analyze the literature that has accumulated

in ensuring minimal delays of events, and also ensuring reduced or no message overhead.

2.5.1 Ensuring minimal event delays and handling message overhead in
publish/subscribe environments.

The following has been identified as the cause of message loss and duplications ill

publish/subscribe: delivery delay, message congestion, reliability and message duplication.

2.5.1.1 Delivery delay

The message delay might be minimum or maximum. A minimum delay might be as a result of

low data flowing between the publisher, middleware, and subscriber sites, while maximum

delay is caused by a large data availability resulting in message delay due to the overhead.

2.5.1.2 Message congestion

Congestion in this case results from high data availability at the broker and the system

cannot afford to carry all the data at the same time. The message congestion happens as a

result of continuous publication of messages to the middleware and it becomes difficult

to handle because some messages are sent more than once. Other systems might prefer a

once-off delivery mechanism or several message delivery attempts to ensure successful

delivery.
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2.5.1.3 Reliability

The number ofmessages sent and received determines the delivery reliability ofa system.

A system is considered reliable if it can deliver 100% ofall published messages or events

to an intended subscriber without loss of any message or a part of the message becoming

discarded. The time of message publication and delivery also detennines the reliability

of a system. If a published message or event is required to be delivered within a specific

time, that message must be delivered to the subscriber within that time frame for the

system to be reliable and trusted.

2.5.1.4 Message duplication

Filtering of message is required to ensure one copy is delivered. A message being sent

more than once should be detected at the middIeware or subscriber broker before the

actual delivery to intended subscriber.

2.5.2 Review of Message Delivery delays and duplication in Publish/Subscribe
issues in a Mobile Environment.

We now review existing work in PIS which support mobile clients and manage delivery

issues:

(i) Supporting Mobile Clients in Publish/Subscribe Systems (Wang et al, 2005)

With the increasing popularity of wireless communication networks and mobile handheld

devices, there is a pressing need to extend traditional distributed applications to mobile
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environments. The authors propose a novel solution to support mobile clients in

publish/subscribe systems and use a two-phase handover (2PH) protocol for managing

delivery. In comparison with existing solutions, their solution can guarantee the exactly-

once and ordered event delivery to mobile clients with very low cost, but the concern is

reconnection, since it requires a mobile clients to wait for a long time to get the

undelivered events upon reconnection. Concurrent movement of multiple clients is

considered and mechanisms are provided to resolve the possible conflicts during the

handover processes.

Another concern of the work by Wang et aI, 2005 is that when an event is published and

forwarded to a broker, the brokers tend to take too long handing over the events to the

relevant location of the subscriber. This handover causes message delay causing it to

reach the subscriber after the specified time of delivery. Since it does not support

duplicates, a message is sent and assumed 10 be successfully delivered to a subscriber but

may not be delivered especially when subscriber change location due to migration.

Table-2-7- Characteristics ofMobile Clients in PublisblSubscribe System

tWang et al, 2005\

Characteristics Value

Delivery delay Maximum delay

Message congestion Message overload at the Brokers

Reliability Not fully reliable - message might be lost

Message duplication ExactIY-Qnce message delivery

mechanism
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ii Exactly-once Delivery in a Content-based Publish-8ubscribe System (Bhola
et al, 2002)

The authors present general knowledge model for propagating information in a content-

based publish-subscribe system. The model is used to derive an efficient and scalable

protocol for exactIy-once delivery to large numbers (tens of thousands per broker) of

content-based subscribers in either publisher order or uniform total order. The protocol

they proposed allows intermediate content filtering at each hop, but requires persistent

storage only at the publishing site. It is tolerant of message drops, message reordering,

node failures, and link failures, and maintains only "soft" state at intermediate nodes.

Bhola et ai, 2002 discuss the guaranteed delivery service of the Gryphon system.

Gryphon is a scalable, wide-area content-based publish-subscribe system, employing a

redundant overlay network ofbrokers [AguiIera et ai, 1999] [Banavar et ai, 1999].

A guaranteed delivery service provides exactIy-once delivery of messages to subscribers.

Each publisher is the source of an ordered event stream. A subscriber who remains

connected to the system is guaranteed a gapless ordered filtered subsequence of this

stream. A filtered subsequence is gapless if, for any two adjacent events in this

subsequence, no event occurring between these events in the original stream matches the

subscriber's filter. The guarantee is honored as long as the subscriber remains connected,

even in the presence of intermediate broker and link failures.

The main contributions of this work are:

The introduction of knowledge graph abstraction that models propagation of knowledge

from publishers to subscribers through filter and merge operations, and propagation of

demands for knowledge in the reverse direction. A protocol based on this knowledge

model that tolerates broker crashes and dropped / re-ordered messages, that does not
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require hop-by-hop reliability of messages, and that requires stable storage only at the

publishing broker and only soft-state everywhere else.

However, Bhola et ai, 2002 does not focus on disconnected subscriptions which tend to

receive dated messages during reconnection. Based on the fact that dated messages are

not discarded and removed from the storage this tend to disrupt the dissemination of new

incoming events which have high priority for delivery. Therefore there is a need to

thoroughly look at mechanisms to ensure outdated messages are discarded and removed.

Table-2-8- Characteristics ofContent-hased Exactly..()nce Delivery

IBhola dill, 2002)

Characteristics Value

Delivery delay Maximum delay

Message congestion Outdated messages are not discarded

Reliability Messages might be lost due to congestion

Message duplication Exactly-once message delivery

mechanism

ill. Publish/Subscribe Systems on Node and Link Error Prone in Mobile
Environments (Oh et al, 200S)

Mobile and ubiquitous environments are prone to errors due to wireless link

disconnection, power exhaustion on mobile devices, etc. Oh et ai, 2005 analyze

performance and effectiveness of publish/subscribe systems when confronted with the

failure of client and server nodes and disconnection of communication links, which is

common in mobile environments.
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Thus, it is essential to consider how the failure and unavailability of mobile devices and

wireless networks affect performance and the use of the service. The authors analyze the

influence of errors on mobile devices, servers, and wireless links, and compare them to

other interaction-based models such as client-server model and polling models, and also

estimate performance in error prone environment and effectively adopt publish/subscribe

systems by using their analysis. The results of Oh et aI, 2005 show that publish/subscribe

systems are more durable than client/server models in error-prone mobile and ubiquitous

environments.

Failure ofclient (subscriber disconnection): After a client recovers from failure, client

can obtain any event at anytime if durable database exists, which logs data (or events) to

be used by client after recovery from failure. However, the size of the durable database is

limited. If the durable database can have a maximum of n data (events), a client can be

provided up to n recent events which occur before recovery. However, data is not

available to the client after its recovery from a failure when the client requires more prior

event than n recent event.

The authors [Oh et aI, 2005] ignore the message delay time between failure recovery and

notification, and this cannot always be ignored in a mobile environment where

subscribers migrate from one broker to the next. The authors [Oh et aI, 2005] mentioned

that subscribers after successful reconnection subscribers might have to wait for too long

before receiving events published during their disconnection time (oflline time). A

mechanism or service to ensure immediate event delivery to reconnected subscribers is

required to allow subscribers to receive all events published during their oflline time, so

as to reduce or eliminate the delivery delay.
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Table-2-9- Cbaracteristics of Node and Link Error Prone Mobile Environment lOb et al, 200S)

Characteristies Value

Delivery delay Maximum delay

Message congestion During recovery from failure

Reliability Reliable for connected subscriptions

Message duplication Possible duplications due to delays

iv. Handling Overload in Publish/Subscribe Systems (Jerzak and Fetzer

2006)

A new approach for handling overload in Publish/Subscribe systems is presented in this

work [Jerzak and Fetzer, 2006]. The authors [Jerzak and Fetzer, 2006] addresses the

issues of how to cope with (1) with the limitations imposed by the external environment

(e.g., network congestion or link failures) and (2) the limitations resulting directly from

within the service itself (e.g., high message load). These two issues are handled in a

graceful way while ensuring that the most valuable information is given the highest

chance of a successful delivery.

Link and message shedding mechanisms are proposed which require routers to be able to

asses the profitability ofboth links and messages they manage/forward. The sole purpose

of the introduced charges is to allow the router to decide which message has the highest

or lowest price and hence decide about shedding it or forwarding. This is a non-trivial

task, especially if we keep in mind the fact that the PIS communication scheme is fully

decoupled and there can be potentially hundreds of subscribers interested in the given

message that are unknown to the router and vice versa. For link shedding, the selection of
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the link is done according to the sum of the advertised maximum prices on the stored

subscriptions, while Message shedding is a more fine grained mechanism requiring

additional algorithms and data structures built into the HAPS (Highly-Available

Publish/Subscribe system) router.

The authors [Jerzak and Fetzer, 2006] ignored the delivery time of a message, the

message is delayed since the system checks for previous failures that occurred during

notification. A published message is placed into a path with the best minimal failure rate,

the time it takes to determine the failure rate, and delivery time shows that even a

published event that was supposed to be delivered within a specified time is not assured

to be delivered in time due to message shedding and also determining previous path

failures.

Table-2-16- Cbaracteristies ofOverload in PublisblSubscribe System

IJerzak and Felzer, 20061

Characteristics Value

Delivery delay Maximum delay

Message congestion Message Shedding

Reliability Not fully reliable - message might be lost

Message duplication Not defined

2.5.3 Summary of the Delivery Semantics Associated with Events for Quality of
Service
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2.5.3.1 Delivery semantics

The first kind of characteristics are the delivery semantics associated with events; an

expression ofquality ofdelivery.

Unreliable: When such an event is published, there is no guarantee that it will be received

by any subscriber. There is only a best-effort attempt to deliver it. This is assumed by

default.

Reliable: Once successfully published, a reliable event will be received by any subscriber

that is ''up for long enough". A subscriber which does not halt (whether prematurely by

failure or intentionally) will eventually deliver every such event. Certified: With such

events, even if a subscriber temporarily disconnects or fails, it will eventually deliver the

event.

Totally ordered: Events can furthermore, be notified in a total order to the subscribers:

e.g., two subscribers' sI and s2 which deliver two events el and e2 both deliver el and e2

in the same order (we also term this subscriber-side order).

FIFO ordered: Two events el and e2 that are published through the same object are

delivered to all objects whose subscription matches both eI and e2, and in the same order

they were published (publisher-side order).

Causally ordered: These types of events are delivered in the order in which they are

published.
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2.5.3.2 Transmission semantics

Further semantics, called transmission semantics, can be associated to events. These

govern the handling of events when they are in transit, also with respect to other events.

Priority: Events can have priorities, that is, the delivery ofan event can be delayed due to

another event with higher priority.

Timely: Similarly, certain events might "expire". In other terms, events can become

obsolete and should be discarded.

These different semantics are not all mutually exclusive. For instance, events can be

certified and have some notion of priority, or be certified and totally ordered at the same

time. It appears that contradictions reside for instance between reliable and

simultaneously timely limited events, as well as between orders (total, FIFD, or causal

order) and priorities. In the above cases, the first type takes precedence. Figure 5.4

illustrates the dependencies between the different semantics. Note that for any kind of

order expressed by an event type, its instances satisfY that order with respect to instances

of the same type, its subtypes, and super types with that same order only.

Next, we give an overview for supporting mobility in publish/subscribe systems. Each

publish/subscribe system is reviewed to determine if it supports mobility.

2.5.4 Mobility Support in Publish/Subscribe Systems

Most of the existing publish/subscribe systems have been designed and optimized for

stationary environments where publishers and subscribers are static, and the
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infrastructure itself stays fixed. The mobility-related operation is dealt with at the

application layer through a sequence of subscribe requests: A subscriber from the

application layer first defines new subscriptions and unsubscribe prior to disconnecting

from the publish/subscribe system. After reconnecting to the system, the subscriber needs

to re-subscribe to make the system aware of its subscriptions. However, the subscriber

will not receive notifications that have been published during the time ofdisconnection. It

is argued in [podnar et aI, 2002] that the publish/subscribe middleware itself must offer

the mobility support by ensuring seamless reconnection· to a new broker and by

preserving notifications published during disconnection. The authors in [Zeidler et al,

2003] agree that mobility-related issues should be addressed by the publish/subscribe

middleware, and not delegated to the application layer. Some publish/subscribe systems

(Table-2-11) incorporate solutions to the problem of client mobility: The common

solution stores notifications published during disconnection in a special subscriber queue

and deliver the notifications after subscriber reconnection. The existing solutions extend

the established stationary publish/subscribe systems (Table-2-11) to cope with client

mobility while keeping the infrastructure stationary [Caporuscio et aI, 2003; Fiege et aI,

2003]. The position paper [Huang et aI, 2001] takes an orthogonal approach. The authors

analyze the requirements of mobile publish/subscribe systems, and discuss centralized

and distributed system architectures tailored to mobile enviromnents.

Based on our view of the common solutions to store notifications published during

disconnection in a special subscriber queue we differ in a way to avoid deadlock and

starvation by exploring the use of a durable database which only keep up to date events

and discards outdated events to avoid long waiting by subscribers to receive events
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missed during their disconnection period. Our approach ofadopting the durable database

ensures reliable delivery and non deadlock processes which is further discussed in section

5 ofour results evaluation.
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Mobility support in CEA: The Cambridge Event Architecture (CEA) [Bacon et aI, 2000]

uses a mediator which receives notifications on behalf of a subscriber during

disconnections. The mediator acts as a subscriber proxy, and can register interest in

subscriber's location. When the subscriber reconnects to the system, the mediator will get

a notification with the new subscriber's location, and then deliver the queued messages to

the subscriber. The proposed solution is indeed interesting because it relies on the

publish/subscribe infrastructure itself to transmit the information about the changing

subscriber's locations. However, it involves a serious security risk. A malicious party

could take the role ofa mediator, track subscribers, thereby jeopardizing location privacy,

and delivering bogus notifications after subscriber reconnection.

Mobility support iu JEDL JEDI [Cugola et aI, 2001] offers two mobility-related

operations: move/n, and moveOut. A subscriber uses moveOut to disconnect from a

broker and moveln to reconnect possibly to a new broker. A client can detach from the

system, serialize its current state, and later on reconnect. The old broker stores events on

behalf of the subscriber during the disconnection period and transmits them to a new

broker upon reconnection. The approach solves the queuing problem, however, no details

regarding the handover procedure from the old to the new broker, or the change of the

delivery path is given. Authors in [Cugola et aI, 2001] propose a rather complex solution

that updates the delivery tree in a hierarchical distributed architecture: It uses a dynamic

dispatching tree that has a leader responsible for subscribers with the same subscription.

llis solution requires a complex protocol and further analysis is needed since no

evaluation study is currently available.
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Mobility in Siena. The authors of Siena present a support service for mobile, wireless

clients ofa distributed publish/subscribe system in [Caporuscio et al, 2003]. The mobility

service enables the movement of subscribers between different access points of a

publish/subscribe system. The service uses client proxies and a special client library to

manage subscriptions and notifications on behalf of a subscriber while the subscriber is

disconnected and during the handover between different access points. A client proxy

runs as a special component at an access point and stores messages for a disconnected

subscriber in a special queue. The client library mediates subscriptions, and initiates a

move-out procedure: It submits subscriptions to the client proxy that subscribes using the

client's subscriptions and stores incoming messages in a special buffer. The client uses

the move-in function to reconnect to the system. It contacts the local client proxy and

submits the address ofthe old proxy.

The old and the new proxy start a special handover procedure that transfers messages

from the old proxy to the new one and then to the subscriber. The mobility service

implements a special synchronization mechanism to avoid lost notifications. The main

principle is quite simple: when transferring subscriptions from A to be active on B, the

system needs to make sure that subscriptions are active on B before terminating

subscriptions on A. It is possible that during the procedure both A and B will receive the

same message. The mobility service implementation permits that a subscriber receives

duplicate messages. The presented system is independent from the underlying

publish/subscribe middleware. The client library wraps the target publish/subscribe API
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and needs to be implemented specially for each API by adding the move-in and move-out

functions, and by overriding the subscribe function of the original API.

Caporuscio et ai, (2003) offers results of an experiment that proves the applicability of

the implementation. The evaluation is limited since the experiment has been performed

on a broker network consisting of three broker nodes, a single publisher, and a single

mobile subscriber that moves only once. The experiment includes the performance

evaluation if a subscriber uses a GPRS network - which has been simulated to access the

publish/subscribe service.

Mobility in REBECA. The approach taken within the project REBECA is to extend and

modify the existing publish/subscribe system to support mobile and location-dependent

applications [Fiege et a12003; Zeidler, et al 2003]. The mobility service aims to support

two different types of mobility: physical mobility and logical mobility. Physical mobility

is similar to terminal mobility. A client is physically mobile and roams between different

network domains. It can disconnect from the system and later on reconnect possibly to

another broker in a different network. Its subscriptions are valid and the system stores

notifications published during the disconnected period. Logical mobility is related to

geographical location. As a client changes its geographical position, its subscriptions

dynamically change because the published information is location-dependent. The

algorithm that is developed for physical mobility is designed for a distributed network of

brokers. It applies the "queuing" approach. The old broker stores notifications for a

disconnected subscriber. When the subscriber connects to a new broker, it re-issues its

subscriptions, but keeps no record of the old broker address. The algorithm finds the old

broker by locating a broker that is at the junction ofdelivery paths for the new and the old
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broker. It is clear how this junction broker is found if simple routing is used. Each broker

stores active subscriptions for all subscribers with the subscriber identifier, and since the

subscription from the old broker is still active in the system, it is simple to find the

junction broker leading to both the old and the new broker. The notifications stored by

the old broker are routed through the junction to the new broker and delivered to the

subscriber. With simple routing the routing tables can become rather large because all

brokers have the knowledge about all subscriptions. Routing algorithms that use covering

and merging are better suited for mobile environments where subscriptions change more

often than in static scenarios. The proposed algorithm needs further extensions in case

routing based on covering or merging is applied since the process of finding a broker

junction is not straightforward. The designed algorithm appears to be rather complex and

there are currently no evaluation results that shows its applicability and performance.

Mobility iD EMD. Mobility support for Elvin [Carzaniga, 2000] is one of the first

implementations offering mobility to subscribers in a publish/subscribe system. It enables

subscriber's nomadic mobility without modifying the original Elvin server. The proposed

solution puts a proxy server between the original Elvin server and a mobile device. The

central proxy server queues messages for disconnected subscribers and delivers them

upon their reconnection. The presented solution implements a queuing strategy with a

time-ta-live expiry. A subscriber must always connect to the central proxy server which

can become a perfonnance bottleneck and induce significant network traffic due to

triangular routing if a subscriber connects to the system from another network.

JMS-based systems supporting mobility: Recently, some of the systems that implement

the JMS specification offer support for mobility [Softwired, 2002; ObjectWeb, 2003;
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Yoneki et al, 2003). Such systems offer a lightweight JMS-compliant API for Java-

enabled mobile terminals that can be used to implement JMS-based publishers and

subscribers. iBusI/Mobile [Softwired, 2002) is a commercial MS-compliant

implementation. It integrates a special gateway that serves as a mediator between a JMS

provider, and JMS clients. It offers support for native clients with no JMS support. Native

clients can publish and receive SMS or MMS messages that are transformed into JMS

messages that can interact with the JMS provider. iBusI/Mobile supports TCP, UDP,

HTTP, and HTTPS as transport protocols for JMS messages. JORAM [Yoneki et aI,

2003) is an open source project that has recently published a client API called kJORAM

that adjusted to J2ME devices. Pronto [Yoneki et al, 2003) is an academic project. It

provides a JMS-compliant middleware system that supports mobility of JMS publishers

and subscribers and implements a mobile JMS API that can run on resource-limited

devices. It incorporates a mobile gateway that supports JMS in wireless networks and

employs SMS, or mail as transport mechanisms for native devices that do not support

Java and JMS.

2.5.5 Requirements of MObile Clients in a Mobile Environment for Message
Consumption

Mobile clients have specific requirements due to their scarce resources and temporary

connectivity. Usually, mobile clients connect over wireless links, which are especially

susceptible to overloading due to their restricted bandwidth. As they move, mobile clients

can connect to different access points using various networking technologies (Bluetooth,

Wireless LAN, and so on). Therefore, continuous information delivery requires seamless

handover. Moreover, both processing and wireless networking consume considerable
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electric power and available battery capacity probably represents the greatest limiting

factor in mobile devices today. Consequently, mobile clients might get overloaded if the

infrastructure delivers all occurring updates to them. 1bis is particularly true for a

periodic push, in which the load corresponds to the rate at which the information changes.

Therefore, we decided to reduce the load by reducing the number of update messages

mobile clients must deal with. In our approach, the infrastructure propagates only those

update messages necessary to fulfil consumers' specific requirements. This includes only

pushing data to the consumer if it sufficiently deviates from the data received previously.

The infrastructure can save a lot of resources by doing so, because consumers usually do

not depend on receiving all intermediate updates. For example, consumers should receive

a new stock quote only if they received the last update at least 10 seconds before, or if the

price changed by at least two dollars. Using Rebeca's content-based subscription

mechanism, a client has full control over the notifications it will receive. Clients use the

same mechanism to specifY, for example, constraints on notification frequency. The

Rebeca infrastructure uses this information to avoid propagating notifications

unnecessarily. Rebeca applies further policies when network congestion occurs. For

example, if several updates have queued up at an infrastructure node, it forwards only the

most recent update. The mechanisms Rebeca uses to deal with client mobility differ from

previous ones in that the application does not control mobility; instead, the middleware

handles it transparently.

Based on the review ofrelated work discussed in this chapter we observe that there is still

a lot of work to be done for message delivery management in publish/subscribe systems,

especially in mobile environments where subscriber-context is an issue. Most of the work
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discussed in this chapter still needs a service to discover or monitor frequent

disconnection of subscribers, message delivery delays, the delivery ofmessages based on

the priority preference, the delivery of stale/outdated messages to registered subscribers

and guaranteed delivery of messages. In this work we develop a mechanism or

architecture that guarantees real-time delivery of messages to subscribers based on the

requirements the subscribers specify during subscriptions. We also propose modules to

manage priority, matching management and also discovery of outdated messages which

are discarded from the durable database. We also, during implementation, consider the

issue of message duplication by implementing a service that does not duplicate a message

to a subscriber. Most of the issues identified are implicit in the proposed architecture and

on the issue of message delivery reliability we developed a simulator to evaluate message

delivery.

This Chapter has brought together related work and we also constructed a theoretical

framework in which we discussed and analyzed each work and also table the related work

using different characteristics of publish/subscribe pattern. The next chapter proposes

solutions to the problems discussed in this chapter and we also construct message

delivery algorithms to ensure reliable and efficient delivery.
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CHAPTER THREE

MODEL DESIGN

3.1 Introduction

The increasing popularity of information services that rely on content delivery in mobile

environments motivates the need for mechanisms that guarantees real-time message

delivery to mobile users in a specific time limit without loosing part of the message, and

also avoids the issue of message duplications by also ensuring no messages are lost

during dissemination. A service will be more reliable, efficient and scalable if it enables

the delivery of personalized and customized content to mobile users timeously.

Furthermore, it must monitor disconnected subscriptions in order to keep undelivered

messages in persistent storage, in which later the message will be retrieved and forwarded

to the relevant subscriber after successful reconnection. Subscribers defme the

characteristics of content that is of interest to them in order to receive notification when

such content becomes available. We list and analyze the requirements of guaranteeing

message delivery in a Publish/Subscribe mobile environment. The possible design

principles that can be handled by our model are analyzed and defined in this chapter. Our

new model should accommodate mobile devices that participate in a mobile environment

to ensure reliable, efficient message delivery.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 discusses message queues as it was used

in our model for managing messages for delivery. Section 3.3 introduces our definition of
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real-time delivery model and also defines their design goals. Section 3.4 defines

requirements for guaranteeing message delivery in publish/subscribe systems for mobile

environments. Finally, the remaining sections deal with the development of mechanisms

to guarantee message delivery for mobile users in a publish/subscribe environment.

3.2 Message Queues

The most common alternative to pub/sub for realizing interactions with multiple

recipients is the message queue paradigm. The Message Queue is an abstraction that is

particularly used in the industry, with many popular existing implementations, such as

IBM WebSphereMQ [IBM 2003], Microsoft Message Queue [platt 2001] and part of the

JMS specification [Sun Microsystems, 2003]. The reason is that the message queue

paradigm can easily provide transactional or reliability guarantees, thanks to the fact that

messages are persistently stored within the queues. Moreover, it is often used as the basis

in asynchronous invocation of software components (such as COM+ Queued

Components, Message-Driven Enterprise Java Beans or Web Services). All the

communications in this paradigm are fIltered by the queue that covers a role similar to the

Notification Service in pub/sub. The difference is that each participant may have its own

queue and a one-to-many interaction could require addressing several queues. Another

feature that lowers the level of decoupling attained through message queue compared to

the one provided by pub/sub is that consumers must explicitly pull messages from the

queue. However, push-style callback is often present also with a one-to-many delivery,

making the message queue paradigm similar to a persistent form ofpub/sub.
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3.3 Real-Time message delivery model

3.3.1 Design Goals

The main goal of this work is to set up/develop research mechanisms for message

guaranteed delivery that meet a uniform deadline. The time to receive a message, after it

has been sent, can be divided into two components: first, the time it takes the monitor

service to request subscriber status and second the time at which the event arrives at the

subscriber. The first component is the path connectivity delay and it depends on the

physical distance between the source and the receiver, and the network conditions. The

second component depends on the time of notification by the Event manager, and

delivery to a subscriber, and it might also be determined by the speed of the Notifier

service. The delay is fixed but different for each receiver. However, using the priority

factor attached to events that are of higher priority can control the time deadline. Events

of higher priority preempt events of lower priority. By this we mean that, if an event X

has a smaller amount of time to be delivered to its destination than event Y, then, event X

has a higher priority than event Y as well as other events queued for delivery. Intuitively,

the farther away the receivers are in the priority list, the longer the waiting time. By

implication, a soccer match update cannot have the same priority as the product on sale in

a particular clothing store. Therefore during a soccer match, all other events with a lower

priority will wait for higher priority events to be delivered to their destination before they

are delivered. Furthermore, some events with shorter waiting time might end up being

discarded because their time expired while still on the priority queue taking their turn.
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There are two secondary goals (or design criteria) on which the ultimate design is based.

These two design criteria are presented next.

• Support for Sealability. Possible source implosion situations must be minimi7£d to

allow the publish/subscribe applications scale well with large groups. Source

implosion situations can happen ifmany receivers try to establish individual point to

point communications with the source simultaneously, such as when the receivers

reply to their reconnection status.

• Enforcingfaimess. Heterogeneity in publish/subscribe applications implies that some

receivers may be very close to the source and others very far, in terms of delay

between the source and the receivers. Fairness means that the farthest receiver should

be able to receive from sources at the same time as closer receivers. Therefore, the

farthest receiver determines the value ofthe target delivery time.

3.4 Message Delivery Guarantee System Requirements

In order for Publish/Subscribe customers to receive event notification in a more concise

manner than what is currently available, message delivery guarantees needs to be adopted

in the publish/subscribe communication paradigm. This will allow customers to subscribe

to the system and set their preferences during the activation ofthe subscription in order to

be notified of changes to events relevant to their interest, and also to ensure delivery

guarantees that messages will not be lost.

Message delivery guarantees to mobile device users must address challenges such as

message duplications, message loss, and that useful messages do not get discarded. .

Mobile device users will be able to enjoy information services on offer knowing that all
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messages will be kept in a persistent storage when they are temporarily disconnected

from the system anytime and anywhere. Message delivery guarantees should also

consider people that are based in rural areas where disconnection is the order of the day

due to poor signal strength. This category of people would be better served if access to

information services is not denied them due to the unreliability ofthe cellular network.

Therefore, this dissertation reports a proposed publisb/subscribe approach to message

delivery in a mobile environment. The approach is then strengthened to guarantee

messages are delivered in real-time unless the message expires before it is delivered.

The worldwide hunger for content information service thrives on the precondition that

such system delivers only highly personalized and customized content in accordance with

user preferences and current presence status. This may bring about the creation of a

"branded" dissemination service that is invulnerable to spam. The service could become a

trusted intermediary between content publishers and subscribers that filters information

according to user's needs. The following design requirements have been identified for the

proposed solution.

Push-based content delivery: Service users must be able to specify the type of content

they want to receive, and be served with the published information as soon as it is

available. The push-style content delivery eliminates the burden of querying for

information at regular intervals and is in accordance with the stochastic nature of content

creation and publication.

Content filtering and personalization: The Content filtering process relies on user

subscriptions and minimizes the number of received message that are not of interest. This
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feature requires that services are personalized and adapted to user context. The associated

effect is that information overload on a user is reduced to the barest minimum.

Sealability: This requirement implies that service is optimized for the particular

application area with respect to the number of publishers and subscribers in the system,

and the size and frequency ofpublished content.

Message Priorities: The published event is either classified as of high or low priority by

the publisher of the event. A high priority event is an event that cannot be missed by a

subscriber and event of this kind are stored and delivered to any subscription under it, but

gets discarded after expiry. Low priority events are events which are of no importance to

a subscriber and can be discarded at any time, especially when there is no subscription

under it. We therefore conclude that starvation will not results in this manner as every

subscription is treated independently and the parties involved (subscriber and events) will

not lead to any deadlock as every subscriber receives only events he/she subscribed for.

The starvation issue is also managed by the monitor service and event manager which

only direct events to intended subscribers.

3.5 Message Delivery Guarantees in Publish/Subscribe Systems

Figure 3.1 shows the Publish/Subscribe Message Delivery Architecture designed to

guarantee message delivery to subscribers in a mobile environment. The architecture

employs the Recipient list pattern to carry out message delivery management such that a

published message is matched against user subscriptions. This is done to filter out

subscribers who are not interested in the publication. The recipient list stands for the list

of subscribers registered to receive the published message.
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The architecture (Figure 3.1) comprizes three sites namely, the publishing and

subscription, message delivery management and notification site. These sites

communicate to make message delivery a reality, and also manage message loss and

duplications. The publishing and subscription site comprizes publishers (event

producers), who produce and make events available to subscribers and subscribers who

registers their intents to receive notifications for published events. The message delivery

management site act as a mediator between publishers and subscribers by managing event

flow from the publishing site to the subscriber site. The message delivery management

site comprizes two modules namely, matching manager and guaranteed message delivery

module (GMDM). The Matching manager module uses the published events and the

subscribed preferences to match and filter out unwanted messages. The Matching

manager module is described in greater details in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. GMDM

guarantees real time message delivery to subscribers and also manages all undelivered

events. The module is comprised of three services namely, an Event manager, a Monitor,

and a Notifier service which interact to ensure reliable message delivery. GMDM is

described in details in Figure 3.6 and 3.7.
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Figure 3.1: Publbb/Subscribe Message Delivery Arcbitecture

SubscriberUl: this class creates a subscriber profile during subscription and store the

created profile to the subscription infonnation.

ProfileManager: this class has a set method to prepare a subscriber's status, i.e.

subscription status, its connections, also manages subscriptions. it also directly interact

with the event manager.

EventManager: this class is an event manager class that manages all published events by

ensuring that events are channeled to interested subscribers, and also ensures safe storage

of undelivered events in a persistent storage.

MonitorService: this class is responsible for monitoring and keeping subscriber status on

the network by triggering its movement and reporting back to the EventManager class.
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NotifierService: this class accepts and disseminates events to subscribers, receives

subscriber details such as Sub Phone# (subscriber phone nwnber) , Sub Status

(subscriber status) and the published event.
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Figure 3.2: Sequence diagram fnr registering a subscription

Figure 3.2 illustrates how to register a subscription. For notifications to be published and

delivered, the system has to acquire at least one registered subscriber to act as the

infonnation conswner of the published events. The subscriber uses a mobile device to

subscribe to the system and hislher profile is created and stored in the subscription

infonnation database as sho\\'Il in figure 3.1

In figure 3.1 during subscription the subscriber provides her personal details, preferences

and also priority preferences for delivery purposes.
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The message delivery sequence model at delivery time involves four participating

objects, namely: the Event manager, the Monitor service, the Notifier service, and the

Mobile device. The Event manager receives as input, subscriber information and

publication information from the Matching manager module architecture (Fig.3.9). At

the time of receiving the input, the manager requests subscriber's connection status from

the Monitor service which is a service that keeps track of published information waiting

for guaranteed delivery, and also to avoid network congestion and traffic. The Monitor

service uses the information provided by the Event manager to determine the subscriber

status, which it reports back to the Event manager which then reacts according to the

response. In Figure 3.3, the response from the Monitor service is active, which informs

the Event manager that the mobile subscriber is active. The Event manager sends the

event information containing the destination ID, and the publication information to the

Notifier service being the service that ensures a message is delivered to the destination,

which in our case is the Mobile device.
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INotifier Service I I Mobile Device 1
i I I I : I
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Figure 3.3: Sequence Diagram for Successful delivery
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A problem which may arise during notification period by the Notifier service is the

runtime disconnection. The runtime disconnection in our knowledge has not been looked

at in publish/subscribe paradigm, and in our case the Notifier service acts as both the

message sender service, and the emergency sernce.

Event Manager IMonITor Service I
,,,,,

Evaluate Status

Continuously check inactive 5usbcriber

Keep Inactive Subscriber into

,l- e'-
Request Subscriber Status

~

Inactive Status Response

~ Send Event infO to XML OB
0-

~

Figure 3.4: Sequence Diagram for Unsuccessful delivery

First, it acts as the message sender illustrated in Figure 3.4 by notifying a subscriber of

published events. Second, it also acts as the emergency service that handles runtime

disconnection by detecting the disconnection, then notifies the event manager which

stores the published information with the destination ID in the XML database. Finally,

Notifier inlorms the Monitor service about which disconnected service to continuously

monitor. In the event that a subscriber's status is detected to be inactive (Figure 3.4) the

Monitor service keeps the subscriber's information for continuous monitoring.
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Figure 3.5: Sequence Diagram Cor Subscriber reconnection

Figure 3.5 shows the sequence diagram of a subscriber reconnecting to the network after

it previously disconnected. When the subscriber's connection signal to the network

becomes strong or when a subscriber switch on hislher mobile device it triggers the

monitor service which detects the reconnecting subscriber and notifies the event manager

by sending the reconnection status information such as sub_ID (subscriber identification

number). The event manager will then get stored events for the reconnected subscriber

and also checks for the priority of each stored events and forward the events to the

notifier which delivers them according to the priorities, from higher to lower priority.

Figure 3.6 shows the Activity diagram for managing message delivery, and also ensuring

continuous monitoring ofdisconnected subscribers.
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Figure 3.6: Activity Diagram showing how a message delivery is managed.

As subscribers always connect and disconnect from the network continuously there is a

need to monitor this disruption and manage it to ensure successful delivery and also to

ensure that disconnected subscribers always receive messages lost during the

disconnection period. Now the activity diagram in Figure 3.6 diagrammatically simplify

the flow of activities that take place during publication to notifying subscribers, and also

the storage of messages not received. An event get published and matched against

subscriber's preferences, if an event is matched is then received by the event manager to

handle the online status of the subscriber. In this way, all subscribers find to be online

receive the published event and the event is also stored in the durable database (xml

database) for offline subscribers.
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In case of offiine subscribers, the monitoring component monitors reconnecting

subscribers for delivery of stored events. Only unexpired events stored are delivered to

reconnecting subscribers. Whenever there is no matching subscription to a published

event, a priority variable is checked for the event, and only high priority events are stored

for future subscriptions and discarded after they expire.

The Event manager keeps the event information into the XML database for later retrieval

when the disconnected subscriber's status changes to active.
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Figure 3.7: Guaranteed Message Delivery Module (GMDM)
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3.5.1 The Guaranteed Message Delivery Module

The message delivery architecture crafted in this work consists of a matching manager

and GMDM. The GMDM (Figure 3.7) ensures real time delivery of a message based on

the priorities specified by a subscriber during subscription. The module comprises three

components, the monitor, notifier and the event manager component.

The module stores data by implementing the durable subscription pattern that first saves

messages for an inactive subscriber and later delivers them when the subscriber

reconnects. In this way, a subscriber will not lose any messages even though it is

disconnected. A durable subscription has no effect on the behavior of the subscriber or

the messaging system while the subscriber is active (e.g., connected). A connected

subscriber acts the same whether its subscription is durable or non-durable. The

difference is in how the messaging system behaves when the subscriber is disconnected.

The guaranteed message delivery process entails the following sub-tasks:

Managing incoming events by ensuring successful delivery

- Monitoring subscriber reconnection after unsuccessful delivery due to offiine

subscription.

- Sending events to interested subscribers who are online during time of

notification.

- Ensuring undelivered events are kept in a persistent storage for later retrieval
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3.5.1.1 Monitor component

The monitor component's role is to serve as a broker-between the event manager and the

notifier during message delivery. The monitor is the one service in the GMDM that

guarantees that a normadic subscriber will receive its subscription when it returns.

3.5.1.2 Notifier component

The Notifier component is mainly responsible for delivering messages to subscribers

ready to receive a message. The Notifier service can also act as a monitor service. During

notification of subscribers, it might be possible that a subscriber may disconnect or lose a

signal due to mobile subscriber's movements. This makes the Notifier service to also act

as a monitor by redirecting back the event to the Event Manager to keep the event in a

persistent storage for later retrieval when the disconnected subscriber connect again.

3.5.1.3 Event Manager Component

The Event Manager component is the sensor that keeps the monitor component informed

when information is published and also checks if any subscriber has interest in the

published message. This component implements the Guaranteed Delivery pattern

[Enterprise Integration Patterns, 2005]. It also triggers the Notification service to notify

all subscribers identified as active (online) and are capable of receiving published

messages. With Guaranteed Delivery, the messaging system uses a built-in data store to

persist messages. Each computer the messaging system is installed on has its own data

store so that the messages can be stored locally. When the sender sends a message. the

send operation does not complete successfully until the message is safely stored in the
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sender's data store. Subsequently, the message is not deleted from the data store (durable

database) until it is successfully forwarded to the relevant subscriber. In this way, once

the sender successfully sends the message, it is always stored on persistent storage on at

least one computer until it is successfully delivered to and acknowledged by the receiver.

3.5.1.4 Component interaction at the Guaranteed Message Delivery Module

The GMDM: Guaranteed Message Delivery Module (Figure 3.7) is responsible for

message delivery guarantees achieved by using the guaranteed delivery pattern

[InterpriselntegrationPattems, 2005].

1. Ask for connecti\;t)'check 2. Checkfor connectiVJ
rr~~=~==:;;LM~Ont:'to:rJ::::4. SuecessfullmSuccessful

Connection 3. Conntctlvlty message

5.S<ndSub_lnfo 6. Notifysubscn1><r

Figure 3.8: Flow or messages at the GMDM

Components of Figure 3.8 demonstrates how the GMDM can be used in a sports update

system such as a soccer score dissemination service, where subscribers of this service are

notified of score updates for soccer matches playing on the same day. Soccer games are

played according to existing match fixtures. A subscriber will have to indicate which

matches they are interested in at the time of registration. As the score board changes,
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notifications will be issued to qualified subscribers. Each subscriber is treated as a

normadic node, such that score updates are pushed to only those who are connected at

any particular point in time. However, score updates are guaranteed to be delivered

unless a subscription expires before the subscriber could reconnect. The system avoids

delivery of stale information by deleting from durable databases all stale messages yet-to-

be delivered. Duplication is also prevented in the system such that information updates

are not delivered more than once. Once a new update arrives, the existing copy IS

replaced by the new one.

The algorithm in Table 3.1 shows how the components communicate to successfully

manage and deliver an event. This is only a high-level design.

Table 3. I: Control Structure for events delivery and management of offline subscribers

Event Delivery Mana2ement Al20rithm
Event Manager receives delivery destinationls for a published event

if (Event_Topic = X, and Destination = SubY, and SUb_Prefence = X)

Event Manager instructs the Monitor service to check SubY status

if (SubY_status =connected)

Monitor service notifies Event Manager

Event Manager forward info to Notifier service

Notifier service send event X to SubY
SubY listen for incoming events

if(SubY disconnect during notification)

if (Event not received)

Notifier service return event info to Event manager

Event Manager send info to Persistent storage

Else
Event delivered successfully
Wait for events from server
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End If
End If

Else if (SubY_status = disconnected)
Event Manager send event info to persistence storage

End if

End if

Table 3. I gives an overview ofthe control structure for event delivery management.

35.2 Managing undelivered messages
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Figure 3.9: Management of uodelivered events

Figure 3.9 depicts a diagram that shows the handling of connection and disconnection of

subscribers during message dissemination. Figure 3.9a shows a subscriber not connected

to the network during publication of an event which is being approved by the monitor

component and also how the message get to be stored in the durable database which

keeps undelivered events till they expire and be discarded from the storage. Figure 3.9b

shows an event that takes place after Figure 3.98, in this process a subscriber reconnects
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to the system as it is detected by the monitor component and all stored and unexpired

events are disseminated and delivered to the reconnected subscribers. When a subscriber

loses its connection all messages meant for this subscriber are kept in a durable database

with a time to live stamp. For every disconnected subscriber, a state is kept and retrieved

later to assist the notifier to know which messages to be delivered when the subscriber

reconnects at a later stage. Figure 3.9b shows how the events are delivered to a subscriber

who just reconnected after loosing connection. Every event kept in the database is later

retrieved and sent to a relevant subscriber who was offiine at time of message delivery,

and all messages or events entering the durable database are assigned a time to live

stamp, this means that all messages whose time to live expires before reconnection are

discarded from the database.

3.5.3 The Matching Manager Module

The matching manager module functions like a mediator, it receives messages from a

publisher (Figure 3.10), and matches the information with the subscriber preferences.

This module (Figure 3.10) comprises of a Matching component, and a subscription

aggregator. The matching component adopts a pattern called a message filter pattern

which filters unwanted data and only allows relevant data to be sent and is responsible for

matching all subscriptions against subscriber's preferences (topic). A publisher publishes

messages into the Matching manager which also comprises of a database which keeps the

published information which is used by the matching module to match all published

information with subscriber's interest. The subscription aggregator manages subscriber's

interests and interacts with the Matching manager by supplying subscriber interests to be
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matched against published information. The subscription aggregator interacts with the

database, which keeps the subscriptions with subscriber interests (preferences). The

matching manager interacts with the Guaranteed Message Delivery Module (Figure 3.7)

which places or notifies the subscribers through notifications. After the message is

matched and assigned a priority value, the message is then sent or forwarded to the

Guaranteed Message Delivery Module. The Matching manager module uses two

databases, the first database which stores all published information, and the second

database which keeps subscriber profiles, including subscriber's interests.

Matching Module

subscription Aggrogaror

Subsaiption InfoIm.i.tion

I~=::;:~ Publishod InfOzmatiOD

Figure 3.1 0: Tbe Matcbing Manager Module Arcbitecture

The matching manager (figure 3.10) is the engine of the whole system. This manager

comprises of four communicating parts: the matching module. published information,

subscription aggregator. and the subscription information. The publisher which is an

external entity from the system, publishes events which are detected and stored in the

published information database for use during matching process. The published
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information is used by the matching module to match the event against subscription

information. This matching is carried away by the matching module and the subscription

aggregator. Whenever a subscriber subscribes to the system, the subscriber's profile is

stored in the subscription database which communicates with the subscription aggregator

to match the subscriptions against the published information. Whenever matching is

successful, the matched information is communicated with the GMDM (Figure 3.7). The

matching manager allows published events to be correctly matched with stored

subscriber's subscriptions. If incorrect matching is done, the incorrect messages will be

delivered to subscribers, some subscribers might receive messages of events they never

registered for. In this way the matching manager ensures that publications match the

correct subscriptions.

Figure 3.11 shows the flow of messages in the Matching Manager Architecture (Figure

3.10). After matching (figure 3.11), the matched data is sent to GMDM (Figure 3.7) and

messages in GMDM flows as shown in figure 3.8.

3.5.4 Matching Manager Module Components

The matching manager of figure 3.10 matches all incoming events against subscriptions

as shown in figure 3.11. Subscriptions are subscriber information containing subscriber

preferences, such as a topic or category to which a subscriber has shown interest on.
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Figure 3.11: Data Flow in tbe Matcbing Management Process

The Matching process entails the following sub-tasks (This process is based on Figure

3.11):

- Subscriber registration and selection of preferences (Subscriptions)

- Publication ofmessages by a publisher to registered subscribers

- Monitoring events entering the Published information database (Pub_Info)

- Aggregator retrieves and forwards all new events in the Pub_Info database to the

Matcher component as shown in figure 3.11

- Matching events against subscriptions in the Subscription database (Sub_lnfo)

Information published is matched against subscriber's preferences (Figure 3.11). Figure

3.11 shows how the matching will take place. The Matching process consists of four

services namely, the Subscription, Monitoring, Matching and the Aggregation. Below we

briefly summarize each service according to its function in the Matching of information.

Subscriber registration or subscription occurs the same way as discussed in section 3.5

figure 3.1
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3.5.4.1 Monitoring Service

The Monitor service observes new events entering the Published infonnation database, if

new events are found, the Monitor service interact with the aggregator to get the new

event, and forward it to the Matcher service. The Matcher service matches the

infonnation against subscriptions stored in the Sub Info database (a database that keeps

subscription infonnation).

3.5.4.2 Matching Service

The Matcher service perfonns matching of subscriptions against publications, for every

event entering the Pub Iufo database (a database that keeps published information) is

retrieved, and matched against subscriptions from the Sub Info database.

These services of the Matching manager could also be used in our sports update system

for the soccer dissemination service. Whenever a score update for a playing match is

published, the message is stored into the published infonnation database and the

monitoring service triggers the publication and makes use of the published event to send

it to the matcher for matching with all subscribers shown interest for the soccer category.

If matching is successful the matched information is forwarded to the GMDM (Figure

3.7) for delivery to matched subscribers for the soccer score update category. The

published soccer score update flows according to Figure 3.8.

I f) ,~ 0 '
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Table 3. 2: Control Structure for matching events against subscriptions

Matchin!!Ah!orithm

if (New_Event found)

Monitor service get and forward event

Matcher service checks Sub_Info

if (Sub_Preference = x)

Matching successful

Else
Matching unsuccessful

Event kept in the Pub_Info DB
End if

End if
End if

New_Event_Topic -7 Publication category

Sub_Preference -7 Subscriber's subscription
interests.

Pub Info DB -7 Database that keeps
Dublished information

Priority Handline: Ale:orithm

if (New_Event = Higher Priority_Value)
if (Notifier Service not busy)

Block incoming Events

Process Event with Higher Priority

Else
Permit Pre-emption

Process Event with Higher Priority

End if

Else
Use FIFO Processing

End if

FIFO -7 First In First Out

Higher Priority_Value -7 A value signalling pre
emption ofrunning
processes

Table 3.2 gives an overview of the control structure for identifying a new event that has

just entered the system. and needs to be matched against subscriptions, and also an

algorithm to identify an event with a higher priority to give it first preference during

processing, and preempt the running process. The event with a higher priority might be

an event with a time stamp. an event with a time stamp is an event that needs to be

delivered to its destination for a specified time. For Example if event X on the queue has

a time stamp of 7s, and there is a new event Y with a time stamp ofless than 7s, then Y
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will be delivered, since it has a shorter time to live. Events are not determined by their

life period on the queue for delivering, but by the time they have left for delivery. In a

sports update dissemination service where a subscriber preferred that rugby updates

should precede soccer updates, this means that when a soccer and rugby update messages

are published while the subscriber is disconnected and the soccer update is published

before the rugby update. When the subscriber reconnects the rugby update will be

delivered first irrespective of which message was published before the other. In the case

of messages with the same priority the first come first served (FCFS) is used to process

the messages.

3.5.4.3 Aggregator Service

The Aggregator service acts as an agent, and an advantage of using it comes with its

ability to integrate communication of two or more services for quick and efficient

management of message retrieval and processing and also act as a communication link

between the Matcher service and the Sub_Info database. This service is initiated by the

Matcher service, which alerts it to get subscription information from the Sub_Info

database. The Aggregator service forwards the information to the Matcher service to

perform matching against publications.

3.5.5 Class Diagram

Figure 3.12 is the class diagram that represents the classes of the system implementation

together with their attributes and operations (methods). The implementation of the system

is covered by nine classes as follows:

I D ::!I1:>.
.I. ~ "--
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Publisher: 1bis class represents a bean that defines properties and behaviors for handling

information ofthe publisher entity.

Subscriber: This class represents a bean that defines properties and hehaviors for

handling information of the subscriber entity.

Message: This class is responsible for storing messages in an XML storage format which

acts as a durable database for storing undelivered messages. The XML storage is only for

subscribers who are not connected or ofiline at time of delivery. The Message class

defines methods for saving, deleting and retrieving messages.

Preferences: This class represents a bean that defines properties and behaviors for

handling topic publications. 1bis class is a convergence of four properties the title,

category, body and a keyword

SubscriberProfile: This class is a derivation from the super class Profile. Added to this,

it is a specialized bean that defines properties and behaviors for handling information

pertinent subscriber profile.

SubNotifier: 1bis class is responsible for notifying subscribers of published messages.

It's only activated when there is a message to deliver and it is instructed by the event

manager to do so.
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Figure 3.12: The PuhlishlSubsl:rihe Message Delivery Class Diagram

Event Manger: This class is responsible for initiating the communication between itself

and the monitor class, and also instructs the notifier class to notify subscribers, and in

case of undelivered events it direct them to the XML database for future retrieval.

Monitor: This class is responsible for monitoring the migration of subscribers from

broker to broker and also ensures that disconnected subscribers do not lose events

published to them during their disconnection period.
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Figure 3.13: Component Interaction algorithm for Guaranteed Delivery

Initialization

2. ListenConnection()

5. Ntf receives subscriber into
checkMessage() completeness (sub_ID, and InfoTopic)
Send info to subscriberls

4. EM receives positive response
Subscriber connection = online

EM getSubscriberInfo()
EM sendSubscriberInfo() to Ntf

notify() EM
goto step 4

else if (connection == unsuccessfulReconnection)
goto step 6

else do nothing
end if

until (EM stops) do
Mn listenConnection()

If (connection == successfulReconnection)
then

end if
if

If (status ~~ off1ine)
Get offline details
Send ConnectionStatus(J to EM

1. Mn request check ConnectionStatus()

Get subscriber status

EM = Event Manager, Mn = Monitor
DD ~ Durable Database, Ntf ~ Notifier
Connectivity ~ ON/OFF
Begin:

Case Name: Check Connectivity
Case: OFF

Case: ON
3. Else If (status ~~ online)

GetConnectionStatus()
sendSubscriberStatus{) to EM

2. EM receives negative response
If (Subscriber connection = offline)

EM getSubscriberInfo{)
EM sendSubscriberInfo() to DD

Gato step 6
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This chapter proposed an architecture for message delivery, and also discussed modules

of the architecture and mechanisms to c1arij)r on how each module contribute to the real

time and reliable delivery of messages to registered subscribers. We also proposed and

constructed a matching manager component to ensure reliable matching of published

messages with subscriber preferences, and we proposed and also constructed a

guaranteed message delivery module/mechanism to handle the frequent disconnection of

subscribers and to ensure guaranteed delivery to registered subscribers. The next chapter

is a proof of concept in which we implement the solutions we discussed in chapter three

and we also run a simulation to guarantee reliable message delivery.
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CHAPTER FOUR

MODEL IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Introduction

The previous chapter presented the overall development of a proposed architectural

model for guaranteeing message delivery for mobile subscribers who continuously move

from broker to broker, and also presented some delivery algorithms that consider priority

for messages that need to be delivered urgently. The previous chapter also presented

different components and services that are involved during message delivery, and also the

algorithm that shows the interaction of these components to ensure timely delivery. The

focus of this work is on developing mechanisms to provide guaranteed real-time delivery

of published events to mobile subscribers who changes location or move from broker to

broker, which need to be considered too during dealing with issues of ensuring reliable

delivery. This chapter presents the design, implementation and evaluation of the proposed

message delivery model discussed in Chapter 3, and also the message delivery reliability

is also evaluated in this chapter.
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4.2 Description of the Implementation

The Guaranteed message delivery model is implemented as a web application that

supports publication ofmessages through simple web fonns processed by simple servlets

mnning in a web container. The published messages are disseminated to potential

subscribers through SMS. SMSs are sent to potential subscribers using the WMABridge

API. The WMA Bridge API enables J2SE (Java 2 Standard Edition) applications to easily

interface with MlDlets defined by the J2ME specification through messaging.

Undelivered SMS messages are temporally stored in an XML database, when the

subscriber connect all SMS messages belongs to that particular subscriber are then

delivered to the subscriber.

The proposed model is crafted as a three tier implementation architecture which is

comprised of the client, logic and the information tier. The client tier is a convergence of

two MIDlets that are developed under J2ME specification and tested using the Sun

Wireless Toolkit 2.3 version. The first MlDlet defines an unconnected subscriber when

the SMS message gets published. The second MIDlet defines an interface for receiving

incoming messages published by legitimate publishers. The logic tier is a convergence of

various packages structured into three standard components of business logic, access

logic and presentation logic. The logic tier runs under a web container basically the

servlet container which is Apache Tomcat Application Server 5.0.The web container is a

module that handles processing of servlet components, managing various aspects such as

state management, concurrency control, thereby giving the developers the freedom of

developing an application without worries of system dependent mapping and calls. The

information tier is a collection of XML documents which is referred to as an XML
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database. The collection is accessed through JAXP for reading and writing to XML

documents. The implementation adopted the use of DOM Parser which is capable of

structuring information into a hierarchical tree.

4.3 Implementation Model

Figure 4.1 illustrates a Publish/Subscribe implementation model which comprises three

tiers, namely the client tier, middleware tier and Enterprise information tier. The client

tier can either

I
iEntel'pl'Ise-

----- Client Tier r--------~--- logicTIer ----~-llnformalionI---~
. TIer

User A

I
I

~5A

I~83 IV~__ /
U5<'rB

Fignre 4.1: The System Implementation Model
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be J2ME or web clients communicating with web components in the J2££ Application

Server

within the logic tier. The logic tier is a convergence of web components nmning in the

web container (Servlet engine) and business components forming the application logic.

Lastly the information tier is implemented in tenns of an XML database which an XML

file persisting published messages, and the MySQL database which keeps subscriber

profiles. The application interfaces with the XML database using JAXP (Java API for

XML Processing).

4.4 Runtime Interaction Components during Message Delivery

Figure 4.2 depict the runtime interaction components which guarantee message delivery,

the figure shows five communication sites, the Publishing, middIeware, notification,

monitoring, and mobile subscriber site. Below we clearly describe communication in

each site stated above:

Publishing Middleware Notification Monitoring Recipients

IsU7W I
I .

Monitor
~-,

I

• 1 --confirm

. i --instruct

.l

I
i

~ I___ ~+- -+ --,i

Report I
-- JSP_ '-'+-----! .

__ SubAggregator

-inform

!

• __ Match Manager

_~. Publisher
; ,

-'-'

Figure 4.2: Runtime Interaction of Message delivery components
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4.4.1 Publishing

The publishing site initiates the whole process by publishing events to the Middleware

component. The publishing can be done manually or automatically by the system when a

subscriber has disconnected and reconnect later. Subscription does not take any effect

during runtime, but it is run separately by a subscriber. Subscription is discussed in

details in chapter three.

4.4.2 MiddJeware

The middleware uses the published information or events to match them against

subscription preferences, for every event published, the match manager communicate

with the subscription aggregator (SubAggregator) which communicates back by

accessing the subscriber database to check for subscription preferences. The match

manager informs the JSP Server of all subscribers matching the publication.

4.4.3 Notification

Notification of published event/s can be sent to more than one subscriber depending on

the number subscribers registered for the published preference. After matching has been

done successfully, the JSP Server takes over, and makes use of the matched information,

and use the subscriber id, and the published information to instruct the notifier

component to deliver the publication to the registered subscriber. The Notifier component

uses the subscriber id to identify the relevant subscriber to receive the notification. The
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notifier confinns the notification to the JSP server as successful or unsuccessful delivery.

Delivery might be unsuccessful at runtime due to a number of factors rnnging from

mobile device power failure, unexpected disconnections due to weak network signals, or

poor connections, and this usually happens in rural areas where poor connection is

experience by subscribers. We adopted the memento pattem in solving the issue of

subscribers disconnecting from the system during message dissemination. By employing

the memento pattern we are able to notify the subscribers of events published during their

disconnection period.

When a published message is of higher priority, the JSP sever reacts to the priority factor

by instructing the notifier to deliver the message first, irrespective of all messaging

waiting to be delivered. All messages with a higher priority get delivered first, jumping

all those in queue. Messages with a specified delivery time are also considered of high

priority, depending on the delivery time specified. The message must have a shorter time

to live in the queue to be considered of higher priority. For Example if a message ml =

5s, and m2 = 5min, then message ml has a high priority than message m2, since ml has to

be delivered within 5seconds, and m2 within 5minutes. Therefore time can also be

considered as the factor determining message delivery priority.

In a case whereby a subscriber has disconnected from the network due to the above

factors, the JSP server communicates with the monitor component to react to

reconnecting subscriptions.
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4.4.4 Monitoring

The monitor component is only active when there are subscribers disconnected from the

network, and communicates with the JSP Server which instructs the monitor to react to

disconnected subscriptions. The monitor component monitors and detects reconnecting

subscriptions which disconnected due to factors mentioned above. When a subscriber

reconnects, the monitor component detects the reconnection and informs the JSP server

which reacts by requesting all publication stored in an XML database for the reconnected

subscriber by using the subscriber's id, and instruct the notifier component to deliver the

event or message.

4.4.5 Recipients

The recipients can be subscribers using any mobile device, i.e. mobile phone, PDA, etc.

These recipients who we refer to them as subscribers in our work register their

preferences with the system to receive published events. From our example of sports

update dissemination service a subscriber might prefer to receive soccer and rugby score

notifications. A recipient changes location due to its movements. Therefore the proposed

delivery model takes care of mobility of the subscribers by using the monitor service to

monitor subscriber movements and notify the Event manager which will then ensure the

whereabouts of a mobile subscriber. A message published at a particular time is received

by the subscriber with few milliseconds as demonstrated in our reliability evaluation in

section 4.5. A subscriber might lose connection from the network due to poor network

signal, or intentionally by switching off his/her mobile phone or PDA and Sometimes

unintentionally due to battery power.
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4.5 m-InstantSportsUpdate (ISU) Scenario

This section presents m-SportsInstantUpdate, a sports update dissemination service for

mobile users based on the publish/subscribe interaction model. This service enables users

to publish and receive instant scores updates of sports of their interests, and yet stay

mobile. Users receives sports news or updates of matches playing at that time, for the

current scores update for every sports that the user (subscriber) showed interests on, and

this will be possible on a WAP-enabled mobile phone, or in a PDA (personal Digital

Assistant), and publish the current sports update using the m-InstantSportsUpdate's Web

interface.

In addition, they may subscribe to particular sports categories (e.g. soccer, rugby, etc),

and supply keywords to refine their subscriptions. Subscribers will receive notifications

when score updates of their sports interests matching their subscriptions are published.

m-InstantSportsUpdate is a prototype system simulated using the loosely-coupled

remotely accessible services. The implemented components, the Web-based

publish/subscribe service, and the personal mobility component in particular, offer

generic functionality and are applicable for integration into various content dissemination

services.

4.5.1 m-InstantSportsUpdate - a Score Dissemination Service

m-InstantSportsUpdate is a content dissemination service for publishing and delivering

score updates in the fonn of multimedia messages to mobile users. It offers flexible usage

scenarios enabling personal mobility: Users can apply various devices for browsing, and
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receiving the sports scores instantly. For example, users may receive a update service

about a game playing on the same day, and every time the score changes, or one team

scores, the subscriber is alerted of the change, and also notified of the half-time, and full

time scores. The users may define and publish the different sports score updates (e.g.

cricket, soccer, rugby, etc.), and define subscriptions using a WAP-enabled mobile

phone, or a PDA.

4.6 Implementation Screenshots ofthe m- InstantSportsUpdate

This section presents some of the interfaces used to fulfill the goal of this research to

develop a mechanism to guarantee message delivery in a publish/subscribe environment.

4.6.1 Subscribers registering their preferences

Figure 4.4.1 shows an interface used by subscribers to register for their preferences in

order to receive published events based on their preferences. The subscriber provides

his/her details such as name, surname, and cell number where the published event will be

sent, and also registers for his/her preferences under topic by selecting one or more

preferences and also specifies a priority for each preference. The priority factor is used to

send stored messages according to their priorities during subscriber reconnection.

Messages with the same priority are delivered on a first come first served basis (FCFS).
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Figure 4.3: A subscriber interface for registering preferences

4.6.2 Publishing information to subscribers

Figure 4.4 is the publisher side of the implementation where a publisher specifies all

information to be published to all subscribers who shown interest to a specific topic

(category) during subscription. In this case soccer is being specified as the topic, and all

subscribers under this category will receive the message.
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Figure 4.4: A publisber interface for publishing score updates
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Figure 4.5: Active Subscriber Figure 4.6: Inactive Subscriber

Figure 4.5 and figure 4.6 show an active and inactive mobile devices respectively, the

active mobile device with an id "5550001" is ready to receive any published information,

and the inactive mobile device with an id "5550000" cannot receive any instant published

messages due to its offline state but all messages for this subscriber re stored in

persistence storage and retrieved when the subscriber reconnects. The disconnection of a

subscriber can be as a result of many factors such as battery failure, network connectivity

or mobile device s",itched off. All published messages to the inactive subscriber will be

stored in an XML darabase to be retrieved and forwarded to the subscriber after

successful reconnection.
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Figure 4.7: Tbree Sent Notifications received by an Active Subscriber

Figure 4.7 shows an active mobile device receiving three events being published by a

soccer match publisher of figure 4.4. The two subscribers (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6)

have both registered for soccer and rugby as their preferences. But the inactive subscriber

(figure 4.6) will not receive the messa~es due to its inactive status. But all the three

published events will be stored in an xrnI database (figure 4.8) to be retrieved when
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subscriber "5550000" reconnects. Subscriber "5550000" preferred the rugby preference

to have high priority than the soccer preference. This means that from the three published

events the message for the rugby event will be delivered first even though it was

published after the soccer event because of its high priority from the soccer preference.

Figure 4.8 shows the XML database for persistence storage of undelivered messages. The

inactive Subscriber of figure 4.6's messages are stored in this database for later retrieval

when the mobile device shows an active state. When the subscriber "5550000"

reconnects or when its stahJs changes from inactive to active· the stored messages 10

Figure 4.8 will be forwarded to him/her immediately as he/she reconnects.

E.ie_~ »-~_:i:u'gr ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

l: e D I!!!I + ~ "'I " P (!. "I> '1> ~

Figure 4.8: XML database for persistence storage of undelivered events: Event stored
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Messages are not duplicated since our implementation ensures only once delivery to a

mobile subscriber.

Figure 4.9 shows the XML database empty with no stored events. Figure 4.8 has three

events waiting to be delivered to a subscriber who is currently disconnected from the

system. After the subscriber has successfully reconnected to the system, the stored

messages are retrieved and forwarded to the reconnected subscriber (subscriber

"5550000"). After the messages have been successfully delivered, figure 4.8 changes to

figure 4.9 with no events stored on the XML database.
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Figure 4.9: XML database for persistence storage of undelivered events: After event retrieved

Figure 4.10 shows the subscriber database for all registered subscribers containing a

subscriber's details and a subscriber's connection status (sub status) to determine whether
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a subscriber is online or offline (online = active, and offline = inactive). In figure 4.10 we

observe that the subscriber with an id "5550002" is in an inactive state, and all events

directed to himlher will be kept in figure 4.8. When the status of this subscriber changes

from inactive to active, or when the subscriber regain network connectivity, all published

events for this subscriber will be delivered. This means that a subscriber's status

determines if a message or event should be delivered or not. Figure 10.11 shows the

database for priority preferences used to determine which message is delivered first after

a subscriber has reconnected. This priority factor is used only for disconnected

subscribers and for stored messages and for connected (active) subscribers a first come

first served basis is used to forward the messages as shown in figure 4.12.

~ NetBeans IDE 5.5.1 LJ[Q)f8)

'" 11 ; @SQl Convnand 12 x' le) SQL COf'IVTlalld 13 x ffijj SQL Convnand 14 x • •

C~: .., . ~ -.i> + ~ 'Q. e9 ~ i/t> .;j> ':>"Jo ~ ~-!' ~ ~ r 0

i; select r tram 'subscdber'

1: 27 fDiSl - ~

stbJJhone sub_name stb_sum... stb_email stb_status
+5550000 IpetnJs Shabangu ps@gmail.com 1i'1active
+555OOJ1 IKlaas Kabini k!<@<pal.com activeI,+55500J2 ISilIe ISbya Iss@g:nai.com ilactiYe

SQL statement(s) exea.~ed successflAy.

Figure 4.10: Subscriber's database showing subscriber's status connection
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Figure 4.11: Subscriber's database for priority preferences

Figure 4.12 shows event notification to subscriber "5550000" who was previously

disconnected when the messages were published. The messages were retrieved from the

XMLdatabase (Figure 4.8) after the Monitoring component (Chapter 3) noticed that the

subscriber has reconnected. The messages are being delivered according to their priority,

from the high to a low priority. The rugby event was published second, but is being

received by subscriber "5550000" first since it has a high priority than the others.
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Figure 4.12: Subscriber receives stored messages after reconnection based on priority

Figure 4.12 allows subscribers to disconnect at any time and also connect when they need

to without asking for messages lost during disconnection period, but rather receives all

dated messages published to him/her after reconnection.
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Figure 4.13: Published messages database

Figure 4.13 shows the database where the published messages are stored after publishing

for the record of the publisher. All published messages are stored in a database (figure

4.13), for each and every published event, an event code is assigned to each message by

the publisher to avoid delivery confusion to subscribers. This event code is used in the

xml database to eliminate duplication of messages delivered to a subscriber. In figure

4.13 two soccer and one rugby message updates were published with event codes 100 for

soccer's first game message, 102 for soccer's second game message and 101 for the

rugby message. This implies that only subscribers whose subscriptions match the

category or preference will receive the message. In our case figure 4.7 and figure 4.12

receives the messages which matched their preferences during registration (Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.14: Publishing Events of the same event ode to a disconnected subscriber

Figure 4.14 shows the publishing of events of the same code to an oflline subscriber and

the event code means that the published messages are of the same game. Here the

messages are for the game between Amazulu and Chiefs and the messages (Figure 4.14a

and Figure 4.l4b) only have one difference which is the score update. These messages

were supposed to be received by subscriber "5550000" (Figure 4.15a) who lost

connection and was unable to receive the messages. Figure 4.15b shows the subscriber

"5550000" reconnecting and receiving the dated message since the first published

message (Figure 4.14a) was overwritten by the second message (Figure 4.14b). This
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means that subscribers will not receive stale or outdated messages when they reconnect to

the system but only dated messages are delivered to them. The first published message

(Figure 4.14a) was stored in an xrnl database and when the second message (Figure

4.14b) was published the system recognized that it's of the same game it discarded the

first one and only stored the latest score of the game which is the second published

message. All published messages irrespective that they have the same event code are

stored in the published messages database (Figure 4.13) for the publisher's record of all

published messages for each game.

a: Disconnected subscriber "5550000"
Reconnects

b: Subscriber "5550000"

t

~ ~ 5550000 - MediaContro... GJ ~_ ~

-.- •-
11

1" 2"· 3~~ 144 211~ 3~~

l44- 5- 6~-+ 44- s- 6H7., 8"!.1 9J~ 74' 8",,· 9 •• I
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Figure 4.15: Reconnected Subscriber receives the latest score update
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4.7 Performance Evaluation

In this section a description is presented of how perfonnance evaluation for the

Guaranteed Message Delivery model was carried out using the Instant-Sports Update

(ISU) as our testbed. The results obtained are also presented. Message reliability and

scalability were used to test the proposed model.

4.7.1 Message Delivery Reliability Results Evaluation

We used Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 as the simulation environment for our results.

Any number of subscribers can be used for any number of messages to determine the

perfonnance of the system when the parameters (Number of Messages sent, and Number

of Connected or online subscribers) increases. When the simulation is running, results

evaluation is done in Microsoft Excel noting the number of messages sent and time taken

to deliver these messages to intended subscribers.

We conducted the evaluation by using a constant number of 10 subscribers and vary the

number of messages, we only varying the number of messages as this is the core subject

in this research, we need to determine if the system will be able to deliver a greater

number of messages in a short space of time. We therefore use a constant number of

subscribers for our test of ensuring that subscribers will receive the events, someone

might decide to use only two subscribers to experiment this. We therefore only differ the

number of messages to test system scalability and reliability.
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Figure 4.16: Message Delivery Reliability Results Evaluation Interface

Figure 4.16 shows the interface in a running mode which was used to evaluate our

performance analysis. Online subscribers are subscribers which are in an active state, and

ready to receive any published information or event. While disconnected subscribers are

subscribers whose status are inactive and cannot receive any published information or

event. The number of message shows the message to be delivered to online subscribers.

4.7.2 Message Throughput

The aim of this experiment was to measure the number of real-time events the system

was able to handle in a given unit of time. In conducting this experiment two parameters

were varied namely, the number of participating components and the number of real-time

events or messages each component was able to send in a fixed time period. This

parameter will also demonstrate how monitoring component affects the time of delivery.

This was achieved by constantly increasing the number of ISU component instances that
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were run simultaneously. This setup was done to emulate the idea of many clients

(subscribers) who are receiving the same service simultaneously. The ISU component

instances were sharing one instance of the middleware handling responses, and sending

real-time messages to the subscriber broker. As we varied the number of participating

components and the number of event messages each of these components was receiving,

we observed how the system performed. Figure 4.17 Illustrates the plot of the message

delivery reliability graph based on system throughput. As expected, the graph is linear

and shows that our simulation guarantees delivery in time. This graph shows that there is

no gap between the sending and receiving time and this prove to be a real time message

delivery simulation. There is only minimal delivery delay which does not affect the

subscriber. The smaller the number of components engaged in communication, the higher

the throughput peak point value. This is a normal behavior ofany distributed system.

Figure 4.17 gives the results of message delivery reliability and scalability. The number

of messages was varied from 10 to 100, and the number of subscribers was kept at a

constant value of 10 noting the time taken by the system to forward the messages to all

the subscribers. In this case we define reliability in terms of delivery time based on the

number of messages sent, and we defme scalability in terms of number of messages sent

per unit time. Now in this graph we observe that the system is not affected by the number

of messages which convince us that scalability is being achieved in terms of messages

delivered without any major delays for subscriber satisfaction.
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Figure 4.17: Message delivery reliability based on tbe system throughput

The graph shows that the system is not affected by the increase in the number of

messages sent to registered subscribers. From the graph, if 20 messages are sent to 10

subscribers, the subscriber receives the messages in approximately 15s, and if 40 are sent,

the subscriber receives them in approximately 25s. The difference of time in receiving 20

and 40 messages is 1Os.

To conduct this experiment, two parameters were varied:

o Number of Messages and the

o Time taken by the system to send the message (Time in second).
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From this experiment, we observed that the increase of number of subscribers on the

system to receive notifications does not affect the performance or effectiveness of the

system.

Based on the results obtained, it shows that the system is reliably based on the messages

published and received by participating subscribers.

This chapter was based on the implementation of a prototype as a proof of concept. We

proposed a scenario and also developed an implementation model to show the interaction

of the components and modules discussed in chapter three, and we simulated and

implemented the proposed scenario to show that the solution works. In the next chapter

we conclude the whole work.

4.8 System and Connectivity Requirements

Windows 98 or NI or superior, Pentium processor at 90 MHz or higher, System memory

(Hard drive): 40GB, RAM: 512MB or more, a Java wireless toolkit 2.5.1 or higher is

needed to run the mobile devices or middlets to simulate the running of the system.

Network scale and connectivity requirements: 2 personal computers, I to act as client,

and the other as server and atleast 2 mobile devices to test if messages are received, and

also if the device is able to receive messages after reconnection. Network cables to

connect the pes for communication.

UNIX and Windows are the platforms on which the Java effort has been the most

focused. Consequently, Java seems to run more smoothly here. If you're using
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Windows9S, we recommend using Netscape's Navigator 4.5 as your browser. You

basically have the choice of two browsers: Netscape Navigator (3.0 or 4.x) or Microsoft's

Internet Explorer (also 3.0 or 4.x). Both are lava enabled. There are some other choices,

Apple's Cyberdog, NeoPlanet, or Sun's Hotlava browser (which happens to be written

entirely in lava) the recommended browsers will help/used to run the server.

The requirements are not limited to the one listed above, a java expert might feel to use a

different approach to achieve the same goal. Therefore, all requirements leading to the

same goal are acceptable.
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CHAPTERFNE

CONCLUSION

5.1 Conclusion

The objective of this research was primarily to develop mechanisms to guarantee real-

time message delivery for Publish/Subscribe Systems in a mobile environment that

supports mobile users which will have the following features: a publisher portal that will

be used by information producers to notify subscribers of different events, a mobile

interface achieved by personalization for subscribers to register their preferences and also

receive notifications. This objective of the research has been achieved by developing the

Publish/Subscribe Message delivery model/mechanism that guarantees real-time delivery

of messages to registered subscribers. The model achieved this by introducing a service

called a Monitor which monitors disconnected subscribers, and monitors subscriber

movements to ensure that the message is delivered to the registered subscriber/so The

monitor service is only active to locate a subscriber and also when there are disconnected

subscribers. The other service is the •Event manager', which ensures that messages being

published are not lost for disconnected subscribers, this service communicates with the

monitor service and the notifier service for successful delivery of a message. In our

model we also included a matching manager which will match any published information

with the subscriber's preference. The matching manager filters unwanted messages and

ensures that a subscriber 'hill not receive any message that he/she had not registered for,
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but only messages that the subscriber registered for will be delivered. The features that

were achieved in order to fuIfill the objective of this research are the publisher portal

interface for publishing events to subscribers and a mobile interface for subscribers to

register and receive any published events in the form of messages (sms) using their

mobile devices.

The current and most publish/subscribe systems discussed in chapter two do not give any

assurance that a message will be delivered to all subscribers. Some employ a send and

forget approach, where a message or event is sent without really guaranteeing that the

message will be delivered to message consumers (Subscribers). In our work we proposed

and proved the use of a monitoring service that will monitor subscriber migration from

broker to broker and also monitor the status of each subscriber during message

notification to all registered subscribers. This service ensures that only subscribers who

are online (active) at time of delivery receive a published message, and offline (inactive)

subscribers will only receive the published message stored in persistence storage for

retrieval when the subscriber regains its active status.

Our proposed architecture in chapter three addresses most of the problems identified in

chapter one, all issues are implicit in the architecture except the issue of reliable message

delivery which we took a further step by developing a simulation for evaluating results of

message delivery to determine reliable and on time message delivery. From the results

obtained, we observed that our system is robust in terms of reliability, and the system is

also scalable, in a sense that it is nor affected by the number of subscribers joining, and



leaving the network. In terms of messages sent, we observe a linear graph, which shows

that in tenns of number of messages sent, the system remains scalable.

Persistence of information is very crucial in this study in order to ensure mobile users do

not loose infonnation when temporarily disconnected from the network [Linda, 2006],

which we have achieved in this work. The scope of this work is broad since it addresses

most issues that are concerned with customer satisfaction by ensuring message delivery,

and also eliminating the issue of duplicating messages to one subscriber and also this

work addresses the issue of disconnected subscriptions during message dissemination

(delivery) by ensuring that subscribers do not lose messages pushed to them during their

disconnection period from the network and we also addressed the issue of stale or

outdated messages which can result in a subscriber receiving outdated messages, We

therefore included elimination of stale messages in our implementation so that

subscribers would always receive updated and latest messages.

As in our Instant Sports update where subscribers are updated of current scores of games

in progress and when a subscriber unintentionally or intentionally disconnect from the

network, All latest published scores are delivered to subscriber. Let us presume that

during a soccer match which is in progress between team A and team B and one or more

subscribers who selected to be notified of soccer scores are disconnected. From the match

team A scores a goal (i.e. team A 1- 0 team B), A message is then published to update all

registered subscribers and when team B equalises (i.e. team A 1-1 team B) the updated

score overwrites the first published score message. This implies that disconnected

subscribers would only receive the most updated message when reconnecting back to the
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network. The implementation and the simulation serves only as a proofof the concept for

ensuring guaranteed and reliable message delivery for the publish/subscribe paradigm.

5.2 Contribution

This dissertation attempts to realize the issues of reliable message delivery for

publish/subscribe systems in a mobile environment, where mobile users migrate from

broker to broker and during this period subscribers or information consumers might miss

crucial events published during their offiine or inactive period. Subscribers cannot afford

to lose events published when they were disconnected from the network due to a number

of factors, ranging from power off, network connectivity due to weak signals or mobile

device switched off. The proposed guaranteed delivery model for events to subscribers

ensures that subscribers will not lose any information during disconnection periods, but

will rather receive any published event after a successful reconnection and also without

receiving any outdated events which is discarded before is sent. In this case subscribers

can always move anywhere, anytime without the worry of loosing events when no

connection is maintained during their movement.

The implemented Instant Sports Update system can be used during world cups (soccer,

rugby, cricket, etc) to update registered supporters of the most up to date scores for every

game playing. This implies that even sports supporters who do not have TVs and Radios

will be able to receive instant score updates oftheir favorite teams.
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5.3 Future Work

This study is based on software but it can also be extended to the networking

environment by adopting the same proposed message delivery model for

publish/subscribe communication paradigm for content dissemination. This would enable

the researcher to identify some algorithm that would be tested with the following metrics,

minimal processing load, minimal bandwidth consumption, network congestion and

notification delay to solve the performance ofthe publish/subscribe systems in a dynamic

environment especially with mobile clients by addressing the issues concerning

networking (network congestion and overloading).

To move the research from software to networking, there is a need to consider issues like

node mobility, by this we refer to the movement of subscribers from one network

location to another, usually referred to as handoff management, which occurs when a

mobile subscriber changes cells (brokers), and also by investigating on issues based on

network traffic which are the main cause of event delay during event dissemination. This

work can also be extended by conducting research on issues of network delays and setup

an experiment varying the number of subscribers to a sufficiently large number and

record the time taken by the system to send the message. And also compare with varying

the number of messages sent then also records the effect of increasing the number of

users ofmessages sent.
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APPENDIX A
SOURCE CODE

BUlIiness Layer classes

PublishedMessage.java: Tbis class represeuts the structure ofa published message

package za.ac.uzulu.cs.coe.businessobjects:

public class PublishedMessage
{

private int messageID:
private String competitionNarne:
private String description:
priva~e String location;
privare String category:
priva~e int eventcode;
private int priority:

public FublishedMessage()
{

)

public int getMessageID()
{

return messageID:

public void setMessageID(int messageID)
{

this.messageID = messageID;

public String getCompetitionName()

return competitionNarne:

public void setCompetitionName(String competitionNarr£)

this.competitionNarne

public String getDescrlption()

return description:

competitionNaw£;

public void setDescription(String descrip~ion)

{
this. description = descrip~ion;

public String getLocation(}

return lOCation;

public void setLocation(String location)

this.location = loca~~on;

p~lic String getcategory(

re~urn category;



public void setCategory(String category}
{

this.category = category;

public int getEventcode(}
{

return eventcode;

public void setEventcode(int eventcode)
{

this.eventcode = eventcode;

public int getPriority{)
{

return priority;

public void setPriority(in~ priority)
{

this.priority = priority;

MessageServer.java: This class represents the messaging server responsible for message
dissemination to potential subscribers.

package zaac.uzulu.cs.coe.placing;
import com.sun.kvem.midp.io.j2se.....ma·;
import com.sWl.kvem.midp.io.j2se.wmaclient.WMAClient;
import com.sun.kvem.midp.io.j2se.wmaclient. WMAClient.MessageListener;
import com.sun.kvem.midp.io.j2se.\'iII1aclieot.WMAClientFactory;
importjavaioJOException;
import javautiLArrayList;
import javautil.Properties;
import zaac.uzulu.cs.coe.businessobjeets.PublishedMessage;
import zaac.uzulu.cs.coe.daraaccesslogic.SubscriberDB;
import zaac.uzulu.cs.coe.daIaaccesslogic.XMLReader,

public class MessagingServer implements MessageListener
(

pri·..ate final iot SMS~PORT = ;ooסס5

private WMAClient messageHandler,
String title =null;

.ArrayList conected = new ArrayList();
ArrnyList msgQueue = new AmlyListO;

/1 private static final int l-llGH = 0:
/1 private static final int MEDIUM = I;
II private static final int LOW = 2;

String priority;

public MessagingServert)
{

cry
{

Properties properties = Sysrem.getPropertiesO;
properties.pur{"hem.home","0:\\\\oTK2.5.1"):
messageHandler= WM.A.ClientFactory.new\V1'l/tAClienr("--;-1111000",\VM.AClient.S~'D _AND_RECEIVE):
messageHamller.connect();

I )
l ~':::
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messageHandler.setMessageListener(this);

}
cateh(Exception ex)
{

ex.printStackTrace();

}
public void sendMessage(String topicMessage,String destAddress)
{

Message message = new Message(topicMessage);
message.setToAddressrsms:J1" + destAddress + n:n + SMS_PORn;
message.setFromAddress(nsms:/I" + messageHandler.getPhoneNumber() + If:" +SMS_PORn;

try
{

messageHandler.send(message);
SysteItLOllt.println(nMessage senL..");
1IJ00tionPane.showMessageDialog(null,"message sentn+message.toStringO);

}
catch (Exception e)
{

S)'stem.err.println{nMesssage not sentn);
e.printStackTrace();

public String getPhone(String address)
{

return address.substring(6);
}
public void notifyIncomingMessage(VlMAClient client)
{

try
{

WMAJ\1essage mess = messageHandler.receiveO;

if (mess instanceof Message)
{

Message message = (Message)mess;

if(message-isSMS())
{

title = getPhone{ message.getFromAddressO) ;
SysteIlLoutprintln{title):
conected.add(title);
UpdateDB(title,message.toStringO);
System.out.println(message.toStringO -;.- nhello"):

)
catch (IOException ice)
(

System.err.printIn(nCaught executing: n);
ioe.printStaekTrace{);

)
public '..-oid UpdateDB(String phone, String message)
(

SubscriberDB db = new SubscriberDBO;
if(message.equals("close") )
(

db. updareStarus{phone, If inacriYeIf):

I ) .
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msgs[x) = (PublishedMessage)msgQueue.get(x);

else if(message.equals("actiYe"))
{

XMLReader read = new XMLReader();
db.updateStalUS(phone,"actiYe");

ArrayList messages = read.fromXML(phone);

read.DeletefromXML(phooe);

if(messages.size() > 0)
{

for(int i = O;i < messages.size();i++)
(

PublisbedMessage rnsg = (PublishedMessage)messages.get{i);

String category = msg.getCategoryO;
int priority = db.getPriority(category,phone);
msg.setPriority(priority );
msgQueue.add(msg);

PublishedMessage 0 msgs = new PublishedMessage[msgQueue.size()];

//Loading the
for(iot x = O;x < msgs.length;x++)
{

}
//SOrt'i
for(int y = 0; y < msgs.length; y++)
{

for(intz=y + 1; z < msgs.length; Z++)
(

if{msgs[y].getPrioriryO < msgs{z].getPrioriry())
{

PublishedMessage mBean = msgs[y];

msgs[yJ ~ msgs[z];

msgs[z] = mBean;

}II
for(im k = 0: k < msgs.length~++)

(
this.sendMessagetmsgs[k].getDescriptionO,phone):
System.oui.println(msgs[kJ.getDescriptionO);

MessageSender.java: This class harness the capabilities exposed by the messaging server in
sending messages to potential subscribers.

package zaac.uzu1u.cs.c.oe.placing:

imponjavautiLArrayList;
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importzaac.uzu1u.cs_c-oe.dataaccesslogic.XMLReader,

/**

, @authorUZ034232
'/
public class MessageSender

I
private XMLReader xmlReader =null;
private MessagingServer messagingServer = null;

JI boolean pass = false;
public MessageSender()
{

xmlReader = new XMLReader();
messagingServer = new MessagingServer();

}
public void saveMessage(String comp_name,String ms~desc,String location,String category,int event3ode, String phone,

String date5ramp)
{

1/ xmlReader.deleteMessageFrornXML(event_code);

String message = comp_name +" "+ msfLdesc + " at " + location + " It + dateStamp;

xmlReader.toXML(event3ode,message,caregory,phone);

)
public void sendrvlessage(String comp_name, String mSfLdesc,String location,String phone,String da1eStamp)
{

String message = c-omp_name +" "+ msg_desc+" at" + location +" "+ dateStamp;

messagingServer.sendMessage(message,phone);

Register. java: This class handles of new registrations from snbscribers.

package za.ac.uzulu.cs_coe.subscriptions;

import zaac.UZUlll. cs. coe.dataaccesslogic.SubscriberDB;
import javaio. *;

importjavax_5crVlet*;
import j avax.servlethttp.*;
import java\.swing.JOptionPane;

public class Register extends HnpServlet

Subscribe-rDB subDB = new SubscriberDBO;
protected void processRequest(HrrpServletRequest request, HnpServletResponse response)
throws ServletException, IOException
{

response.setContentType("texrJplain lt
);

PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
it\requ~""t.getHeadel1."userAgem")1= null)
{

if{requestg:etHeadeti"User..\gent"). indexOWMIDP") 1= -1)
{

Suing name = request.getParameter{"narne");

String surname = requestgetParameten:"sumame"j:
String phone = requestgetParameter{"ceIINumber");
String: email = request. getParameter("emaiLA..ddress"):
Suing 0 topics = requeslgetParamererValues("topic"):
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String cell = "+"+phone.trimO;

System.outprintln(cell);

iQ !name.equals("") && !sumame.equals("") && !cell.equals("") && !email.equals("") && topics !~ null)
subDB.insertSubscriber(cell,name,sumame,email,topics);

outprintln("success");
outflU'ihO;

}
outcloseQ;

11 <editor-fold defaultstate="collapsed" desc="HttpServlet methods. Click 00 the + sign on the left to edit the code.">
1** Handles the HTfP <Code>GET</code> method
* @paramrequest servlet request
* @paramresponse servlet response
*j

protected void doGet(HttpServletRequesr request, HttpServletResponseresponse)
throws ServletException, IOExceptioo
{

processRequest(request, response);

1** Handles the HTTP<c-ode>POST<Jcode>method.
.. @param request servlet request
* @param response servlet response
*j

protected void doPost(HttpServletRequest request, HnpServletResponse response)
throws ServletException., IOException
(

processRequest(request, response);

I .... Renrrns a short description of the servlet.
*j

public String getServletInfo()
{

return "Short description";
}
/1 </editor-fold>

MessagePublisher.java: This class haudles puhlications from publishers.

package zaac.uzulu.cs.coe.marchmak.er:

import zaac.uzulu. cs.coe.placing.MessageSender,
importjayaio. *;
import javautil.ArrayList;

importjavax.servleL*;
import javax.servleLhttp.*;
import jaY3X.swing.JOptionPane;
import zaac.uzulu.cs.c-oe.da!aaccesslogic.MessageDB;
import zaac.uzulu.cs.coe.dataaccessJogic.SubscriberDB:
import zaat. uzulu.cs.coe.dataaccesslogic.xMLReader:

•
" @author UZ034232
.. @·cversion

public class .\tessagePublisher extends HttpServlet,,
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public void init(ServletConfig config) throws ServletException
(

super.init(config);

I
protected void processRequest(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response)
throws ServletException, IOException
(

response.setContentType("textlhtmJ;charset=UTF-8");
PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();

SubscriberDB subDB = new SubscriberDBO;
MessageDB msgDB ~ new MessageDBO;
MessageSender DlS!Lsender =new MessageSender();
DateTime datelnstance = new DateTimeO;
XMLReader r = new XMLReaderQ;

if{requeslgetParameter("comp_name") != null && request.getParameter("mslLdesclt)!= null &&
requestgetParameter("locat:ionlt) != null && requestgetParameter("eategory") 1= null && request.getParameter(lteventeode") t= null)

{
String comp~name = requestgetParameter("comp_name");
Stringms~desc ~ requesLgetPararneter("ms~desc");
String location = requestgetParameter("!oca!ion");
String category = requestgetParameter("category");
String event_code = request.getParameter("eventcode");

ArrayList inactiveSubscribers = subDB.retrieveInactive(category);

ArrayList activeSubscribers = subDB.retrieveActive(category);

if(inactiveSubscribers.size() > 0)
{

for(int i =0; i < inactiveSubscribers.size(); i++)
{

String phone = ""+inactiveSubscribers.get(i);

int code = lnreger.parselnt(event_code);

r.deleteMessageFromXML(code);

msLsender. saveMessage(comp_ narne,mslLdesc,location,eategory,code,phone,datelnstance_getDateTimeStamp{»;

I
// get phone subscribe and currently connected and send published info to them
if(activeSubscribers.size() > 0)
{

for(int i =0; i < activeSubscribers.size(); i++)
(

String phone = ....+activeSubscribers.get(i);
DlS!LSeDder.send...M.essage(comp_name, ms!Ldesc . location , phone,da!eInstance.getDateTimeStamp{»;

)
// add pubIished mfo into darabase
msgDB.persist(comp~name, mSLdesc, location, eategof)·, Integer.parseInI(e,,·ent_cOOe)

,datelnstance.get:DaIeTimeStamPO);
If call ajsp page c-orrect
RequestDisparcher dispatcher = ge!Ser\,letContext().getRequestDisparchen."/success.jsp");
disparcher.forward(request, response);

}
else

RequestD:isparcher dispatcher = getServletContext().getRequestDisparchen"/error.jsp");
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processRequest(request" response);

return HShort description";

dispatcher.forward(request, response);

outclose();

II <editor-fold defaultsta:te="'Hcollapsed" desc=ItHttpServlet methods. Oick on the + sign on the left to edit the code. It>
1** Handles the H1TP <code>GET<Icode> method
, @param request servlet request
*@param response servlet response
'/

protected void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response)
throws SeniletException, IOException
{

}

1** Handles the HTfP <code>POST<Icode> method
* @param request servlet request
* @parnm response servlet response
'/

protected void doPost(HttpServletRequest request,. HttpServletResponseresponse)
throws ServletException, IOException
{

processRequest(request, response);

1** Returns a short description of the servlet
'/

public String getServletInfo()
(

)
/I </editor-fold>

Data Access Layer classes

MessageDB.java: This class handles the persistence of pUblished messages

package zaac.uzu1u.cs.coe.daraaccesslogic;
importjavasql.*:

/',,
* @author UZ034232
'/
public class MessageDB
(

DataSourceConnector connector"" new DataSourceConnector():
Connection connection "" null;

public MessageDBO
(

connection = connecror_getConnectionO;

IlPersisting the messages
public void persist(String camp_name,String ffiSLdesc,String location, String category,int eventCode , String dateTime)
{

try

connecrion.5eLA.u:toCommit{ false):

Srringqu.ery = Hiosen inro messages (camp name, ms~desc, location. ms~categOfY.event_code, p~daIe)
valuesC,?,?,?,'1,"J": -
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PreparedSlll1ement pstrnt ~ connection.prepareSlll1ement(query);

pstmlsetString(l, camp_name);
pstmtsetString(2, ms/Ldesc);
pstmtsetString(3,locatioo);
pstmt.setString(4, category);
pstmt.setlnt(5,eventCode);
pstmtsetString(6,dateTime);

int status = pstmtexecmeUpdate();

il(status = 0)
{

connection.rollbackO;
}
else

connection.commitO;
connection.close();

}
caIm (SQLException sqlex)
(

sqlex.printStackTrace();

XMLReader.java: This class manages the persistence and retrieval of messages puhlished
during client disconnections.

package zaac.uzullLCS.Coe.dataac:cesslogic;

importjavaio.File;
import javautil.ArrayLisl:;
importjavax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder;
importjavax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory;
imponjavax.xml.transform.Result;
import javax.xmI.transform.$oUTCe;
import java~.:anl.transform. Transformer,
import javax.xml.transform.TransformerFactor)';
importjava'lcxml.transfonn.dom.OOMSource:
import j avax.xmLtransfonn.stream.StreamResult;
import org. w3c.dom.Document
importorg.w3c.dom.Elemenr:
import org.w3c.dom.NodeList:
import org.w3c.dom.Text:
import zaac.uzu1u.cs.coe.businessobjects.Published.i\1essage;

public class x.M.LReader
{

//Parser Factory
DocumentBuilderFactory parserFactol);

I/OOM Par:>er
DocurnentBuilder parser:

/!\Vriter factol)
TransformerFactm)' \HirerFacrory:

!/)JvfL Writer
Transformer 'AoTirer:

public X1\.1LReader()
{
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I'

J1Creating new parsec factory instance
parse:rFaetory = DocurnentBuilderFactory.newInstance();

I/parserFactory.setVatidating(true);
JlparserFactory.setNamespaceAware(true);

IICreating new writer fuctory instance
writerFactory = TransformerFactory.newInstance();
try
{

//Getting the appropriate parser from a factory
parser = parserFacrory.newDocumentBuilder();

//Getting the writer from a factory
writer = writerFactory.newTransformer();

I
catch(Exception ex)
(

ex..printSmckTrace();

}
public void toXML(int event_code,String message,String ca1egory,String phone)
{

File file = new File("D:lModeIImpllmessages/Message.xmn;
if(file.existsO)
{

try
(

Document xmlDoc ~ parser.parse(fiIe);

Element root = xmlDoc.getDocumentElementO;

Element messageElement = xmIDoc.crea1eElement{"message");

Element evtCodeElement = xmIDoc.createElement("eventcode");
evtCodeElementappendChild(xmlDoc. createTextNode(String.valueOf{event_code»);
messageElement.appendChild(evtCodeElement);

Element calegoryElement = xrnlDoc.createElement("ca1egory");
categoryElementappendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode{categOI));
messageElementappendChild(caregoryElement);

Element description = xrnlDoc.createElement("product_info");
description.appendChild(xmlDoc. createTextNode(message»:
messageElementappendChild(description);

Element phoneElement = xmlDoc.createElement("phone");
phoneElemenLappendChild(xrnlDoc-ereateTexlNode(phone»;
messageElement.appendChild(phoneElement);
rootappendChild(messageElement);

1/ xmlDoc.nonnalize();
Source source = new OOMSource(xmlDoc);
Result result = new StreamResult(fiJe);

writer.rransform(source,resuJt);
)
eatch(Exception ex)
(

ex.printStaekTrace();

j
else

System.ouLprimlnt"File does not exists");
I

public ArrayList fromXML(String aPhone),,
ArrayList messages = new ArrayList():
File file = new File("D:/ModeIImpVmessages/Message.xml"):
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iQfile.exisl5Ol
{

try
{

Document xmIDoc ~ par=.pa=(fiJe);

Element root = xmlDoc.getDocumentElement();

NodeList empList ~ rootgetEJementsByTagName("message");

for(int i = O;i < empList.getLengthO;i++)
{

Element msgElement = (EJement)empListitem(i);

Element phoneElement = (Element)msgElementgetElementsByTagName("phone").item(O);
Text txtPhone = (Text)phoneElemenlgetFirstChildO;
String phone = txtPhonc.getNodeValue();

iQphone.equals(aPhooe))
{

PublishedMessage m = new PublishedMessage();

Element eatElement =(Element)msgElementgetElementsByTagName("caregory").item(O);
Text txtCat = (Text)catElement.getFirstChildO;
String category ~ txtCatgetNodeVaJue();
m.setCategory(category);

Element descElemenr = (Element)msgElementgetElementsByTagName("product_info").item(O);
Texr txtDesc = (Text)descElernentgetfirstChildO;
String desc = txtDesc.getNodeValueO;
m.setDescription(desc);

messages.add(m);

I
catch(Exception ex)
{

ex.printStaekTrace();

j
else

Sysrem.out.printlnrFile does not exists");
return messages;

}

public void deleteMessageFromXML(int eventCode)
i

File file = new File("D:lModellmpVrnessagesIMessage.xml");
iQ file.exists())
{

try
(

Docwnent xmlDoc = parser.parse(fiIe);

Element foot = xm1Doc.getDocurnentElement();
if(roothasChildNodes())
(

NodeList messageList = rootgetElemenrsByTagName("message");
fonint 1 = O:j < messageListgetLengIhO;j-+--,-)
{

Element messageElement = (Element)messagelistirem(i);

Element evtCodeElement =

(Element)messageElemenlgerE1emenrsByTag:,*ame("eventcode")_item~Oj:

Text IXt£ytCode = (T.:xr)evrCodeElemeolgeiFirstChildO:
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String evtcode ~ txtEvtCode.getNodeYalueQ;

String parevtCode = String.valueOf{eventCode);

if{evtcode.equals(parevtCode»
{

messageElement.getParentNodeQ.removeChild(messageElement);
xmIDoc.normalize();

}
Source source =new OOMSource(xmlOoc);
Result result =new StreamResult(file);
writer.transform(source,result);

l
carch(Exception sqlex)
{

sqlex.printStackTrace();

}
else

System.out.println{"File does not exists");
}
public void DeletefromXML(String phone)

(
File file = new File("D:/ModellmpllmessagesIMessage.xml");
int len =0;
if{file.existsO)
{

try
(

Document xmlDoc = parser.parse(file);

Element root = xmlDoc.getDocumentElementO;

NodeList msgList = rootgetElementsByTagName{"message");

len = msgLisLgetLengthO;

/1 System.outprintln(msgLislgetLengthO);

for(int i = O;i < msgLisLgetLengthO;i++)
{

Element messageElement = (Element)msgList.irem(i);

Element phoneEJement = (Element)messageElemenLgetElementsByTagName("phone").item(O);
Text txtPhoneElement = (Text)phoneElementgetFirstChildO;
String aPhone = txtPhoneElementgeLNodeValue();
if{aPhone.equals(phone»
{

messageElement.getParent.Node().remo\'eChild(messageElement);

}
xmlDoc.normalizeDocumemO:

Source source = new OOMSource(xmlDoc);
Result result = new StreamResult(file);
"\'fiter.transfoffi1{source,result):

,,
caIch(Exception ex)
(

ex.printStaekTrace{):
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}
else

System.ouLprintln("File does not exists");
ifllen > 0)

DeletefromXML(phone);
}

SubscriberDB.java: This class handles persistence and management of subscriber
information.

package zaac.uzulu.cs.coe.dataaceesslogic;
import javasql.*;
import javautil.ArrayLisr.;
;**
*
* @author UZ034232
*;

public class SubscriberDB
{

prhrate Starement strnt = null;
private ResultSet rs = null;
private Connection cOIUlection =null;
DataSourceConnector connector = new DataSourceConnector();

public SubscriberDBO
}

connection = connector.getConnectionO;

IlRenieves active subscriber
public ArrayList retrieveActive(String category)
}

ArrayList activeSubscribersList = new ArrayListO;
try

String query = "select 5ubscriber.sub-phone from subscriber inner join category on 5ubscribeLSub---.phone =

category.5ub.-phone where caregory.categol)'_desc ='"+category+''' and subscriber. sub_status = 'active''';
strn! = connection.creareStarement():

rs = stmt.executeQuerYlquery);

while(rs.nextO)
}

&tiveSubscribersListadd(1'5.getString(..sub...,phone") );

}
rs.c1oseO;
snntclose();

I
catch (SQLException sqlex)
}

sqlex. printStadTrace();
)
return activeSubscribersList _

)
pubiic "aid insenSubscribcr(String phone5uing name,String sumame.String email,String 0 topics),,

String topic = nulL
Suing priority = nulL
uy
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connection.setAutoCommit(fulse);

/./Insert<; into a subscriber table
String insertSubQuery = "insert into subscriber values(?,?,?,?,?t;

PreparedStatement pstmt_l = connection.prepareStatement(insertSubQuery);

pstmt_l.setString( I ,phone);
psttnt_l.setString(2,name);
pstml_l.setString(3,surname);
pstmt_l.setString(4,email);
pstrnt_l.setString(5,"inactive");

int result_1 = pstrnt_l.executeUpdaIe();

il(resulU~ 0)
{

connection.rollbackO;

IJlnserts into a category table
String insertCaiQuery = "insert into category (sub---'phone, ca1f:oenry_desc, ca1egory...,priority) values(?,?,?)";

PreparedStatem.ent pstmt_2 = null;
for(int i = 0; i < topics.length;i++)
(

pstmt_2 = connection.prepareStatement(insertCatQuery);

int index = topics[i}.indexOfl':');
topic = topics[i].substring(O,index);
priority = topics[i].substring(index+1,topics[i] .lengthO);

pstmt_2.setString( l,phone);
pstmtJsetString(2,topic);
pStnIt_2.setString(3 ,priority);

connection.rollback();

J
connection.commitO:
pstrnt_l.close():
PSImt_2,c1ose();

}
catch(SQLException sqlex)
(

sqlex.printStackTrace();

)
public Arra.yList retrievelnacti\'e(String category)
(

ArrayList inActiveSubscribersList = new ArrayList():
try
(

String query = "select subscriber.sub-phone from subscriber inner join category on 5ubscriber.sub...,phone '=

caregoI)'.subyhone where caregor:-.categol)'_desc '= '"+caregory+''' and subscribeLSub_sta1US = 'inactive''';

stmt = connection-.crealeStarement():

rs = sunt_execureQuery(que-J}}:

while(rs.nextO)
{
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sqlex.printStackTrace();

inActiveSubscribersList-add(rs.getString(..sub...,Phone"»;

I
rs.closeO;
stInt-close();

I
catch (SQLException sqlex)
{

}
return inActiveSubscribersList;

}
public int getPriority(String ca!egoI)',String phone)
{

int pValue = 0;
String priority = null;

try
{

String query = "select category.category...,priority from subscriber inner join category on subscriber.sub---.JIhone =
caregory.sub...,phone where eategoI)'.sub...,phone = " + phone + It and category.category_ desc = '''+ category + ft''';

strnt = connection.createStalemeni();

IS = stmtexecuteQuery(query);

while(rs.next()
{

priority = rs.getString("category---.JIrioriiy");

if(priority.equals("High"»
{

pValue =2;
j
else if(priority.equals("Medium"»
{

pValue = I;

I
else if{priority.equals("Low"»
{

pValue=O:

(
<sclose();
snntclose();

I
catch(SQLException sqlex)
(

sqlex.printStackTrace():
}
return pValue:

(
public void updateStatl.!S(String phone,String status)
{

try
}

connection.setAutoCommit(false);

String upda1e = "update subscriber set sub_status ='''-+sta!us+''' where sub""phone ="+phone;

sum = connection.crear.eSratement();

int db_status = stmtexecuteUpdate(up<!are);

coonection.rollbacklj:

connectIon-commit(l:

stmLcloseO;
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sqlex.printStacl<Trace();

l
catch(Exception sqlex)
{

}
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